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Infusing and imdlementing career education in the post-secondary

institutions is a difficult task since institutions of higher education

differ in terms of governance, faculty autonomy, clientele and mission.

The purpose of the Oniver-.. t y Based Career Education Project was to develop

and implement a model of career education. The project was funded over a

three year period, 1975-7a a training grant under Section 406 of the

Education Amendements of 1974 (PL 93-380). in the first year a major

emphasis was tc implement career education in a public school setting. A

shift in focus occured in the second and third year that placed major em-

phasis on training university staff to infuse career eoucation in post-

secondary settings.

The project during the 1977-78 year focused on the post-secondary

setting and had the following five objectives for the year: 1) to demonstrate

to faculty at the University of Maine at Orono the philosophy, concepts and

practices of career education in post secondary settings via a structured

seminar series; 2) to select from the 1976-77 seminar series eight univeisity/

college professors who would write 26 career education instructional units in-

corporating at least one career education element; 3) to assemble a package of

career education materials that could be utilized for training post-secondary

education faculty in the philosophy, concepts and practices of career education;

4) to involve representatives from the world of business labor and industry

as consultants to the career education seminar and as reviewers of selected

instructional units; 5) to plan and execute a regional career education

conference for dissemination of project results in May, 1978.

To demonstrate the concepts and practices of career education, a seminar

series was designed by project staff whith consisted of eight career education

sessions and related out-of-class assignments. The purpose of the series was

to provide an overview of the philosoph/ concepts and practices of career
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education in post secondary institutions. Such topics as the eight elements

of career education, infusion strategies, implementation of career education

within academic -.ourses course development models, self-awareness techniques,

and various models, etc. were presented.

To develop career education units a team of selected faculty from UMO

and Husson College were selected. These participants had participated in the

program the previous year and agreed to write units focusing on career awareness,

decision making, economic awareness, beginning competencies, employability skills

and self-awareness.

To assemble a package of career education materials the project staff with

the aid of a research assistant reviewed all project activities, guidelines,

sample materials and evaluation forms for possible, inclusion in this package.

To involve representatives from the world of business, labor and industry,

an advisory council was selected who were willing to serve as unit reviewers,

participants and evaluators in the seminar series.

The fifth objective conducting a regional career education confEe.ence

for dissemination of project results was not held because there was insufficient

funding to support this endeavor.

A posttest only control group design was utilized to investigate whether

there were differences between the knowledge and attitudes of the groups. Three

groups were selected l) faculty members from the Colleqe of Education, Engineering

and Science and Life Scienco and Agriculture who participated in the eight seminars

(E ). 2) faculty members from these colleges who were in the self instructional

group (E ); and 3) a control group who did not participate in the study.

A Career Education Knowledge Test (5th revision) was administered to the

three groups. There was a significant difference between the means of the three

groups. The seminar participants had higher mean scores than did the self-study

groups and control group. The Faculty Attitude Survey (F.A.S., McLean and Loree,



1976) was also administered and significant differenu!s between the three

groups were obtained. The seminar group had higher mean scores on the F.A.S.

than either the self-study or control groups. All three groups were favorably

disposed toward career education but the difference %as in intensity,

Instructional units were developed,by the seminar groilp and the writing

team from OMO and Husson College. The writing team prepared 24 units.

The third objective was to assemble a packet of career education materials.

The units from the writing team and participants have been published in Career

Educatjon_in ti.il)er Education: An Infusion Model, Vol I II and III A

sample set of staff development materials was also developed by the project

and disseminated on a national level.

Interviews were conducted by an independent unit of the University, The

Social Science Research InstituL,c of the faculty members in the seminar series,

the self-study group and members of the business and industry advisory group.

The El group responded positively,to the conceptual model of the seminar

sessions but were critical of some repetition. Members of El reported that

their professional role changed as a result of these sessions and their aware-

ness of career development issues increased. In addition, El reported that the

information gained helped them in student advisement.

Members of the business and industrial group felt that the topics were

relevant, that the seminar was helpful in renewing university ties and that

they acquired new skills and new knowledge in the area of career education.

The self-study group (E2) did not feel the approach utilized was the

most effective process for learning a new concept and indicated a need for

more interaction with others. It was indicated that the program helped them

improve their skills in advisement and to infuse career education concepts

into their work.
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Analysis of the research data by the staff indicates six major re-

straints in implementing career education programs in university settings:

1. excessive teaching loads

2, budgetary restraints

3. prosures of inflation

4. conflict beLween theory and instruction on the university
level and application of ethics and work in the real world

5. accreditation standards

6. bureaucratic structure

Differential missions and clientele among the various institutions of

higher learning will call for a variety of career education models to be

developed. The model developed at UMO presents one alternative and has been

refined by the experiences of three years of operation. Interested personnel

are encouraged to contact The Center for Career Education for more detailed

information.

The address is: The Center for Career Education
Dr. Charles W. Ryan
104 Shibles Hall
University of Maine at Orono
Orono, ME 04469
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The development and implementation of career education in institutions

of higher education is a formidable challenge and requires a carefully

articulated effort to train faculty in career education concepts, philosophy

and practices appropriate to their settings. Universities and colleges 4re

unique institutiom in relation to purposes and operational practices. The

cOriculum is considered a prerogative of the faculty and any changes must

be carefully reviewed by a variety of governance committees. In the three

year period, 1975-78 the comprehensive career education project staffehas

acquired maturity an0 insight into the process of institutional change in

higher education, particularly as it relates to career education. In this

final report and other support documents an analysis of tne findings will

be presented. It is our intea to share with other interested careei- edu-

cation practitioners the findings, processes and applications of career

OucatIon in higher educ tion. 1
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University of Maine at propo

The setting for this career education effort was the University of

Maioe at Orono, a medium size land grant institution of 10,000 students,

500.professiona1 faculty aee, 1,000 classified employees. The University

of Maine (UMO) was the original land grant institution for the state and

received its charter in 1865 under the provisions of the MorriII.Act,

1862. Since its opening in 1868 with 12 students and two faculty mem-

bers the Orono campus has gtown to a multi-purpose institution with five

major colleges. UMO is committed to providing public service, research

and teaching to members-of-the-public and students enrolled in one of

the five colleges. Administrative units of UMO include the Co leges of

Arts and Sciences, Life Sciences and Agriculture, Business Administration,

Education, Engineering and Science, and the Graduate School. A two year

community college is administratively attached and located in Bangor Maine.

This broad range of goals, missions and functions provides a unique

setting for introducing'career education. The avowed purpose of a land

grant institution is to serve all of the people and to refrain from intel-
4

lectual elitism that would permit only a select few to seek admission. At

the same time, th s broad purpose makes it difficult to reach all faculty

and students. Each depirtment within the five colleges has placed varying

emphasis on teaching, research or public service. As a result, this

diversity of mission leads to some difficulty in defining with precision

career education in higher education. It is the purpose of this report to

provide a definit)on, list several implementation strategies and interpret

the evaluation results.
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Section 9

MAJOR ACTIVITIES

Infusing and implementing career education in the post-secondary

institution is a difficult task. The uniqueness of higher education

institut'ons in terms of governance, faculty autonomy, clientele and

varying missions prohibits one single definition. American colleges

and universities number about 2,500 and each institution is unique.

The philosophical premise of higher education implies that the pursuit

of knowledge for its intrinsic value is a noble goal and it is possible

that this premise serves as a restrictive value in implementing concepts

that appear vocationally oriented. Career education in substance may

imply to many faculty an undue reliance on career needs of students and

be the antithesis of research activity. The purpose of tHs section is

to explore several of the relevantissues related to implementing career

education in institutions of higher education.

The critical issues related to implementing career education re-

quire an understanding of the uliversity or college environment. Governance,

'curriculum, students, faculty and auxiliary services are the five elements

that generally constitute the institutions organizational pattern. In

general, the common characteristics of four-year institutions are:

I. Restricted and selective admissions based on meeting certain
entrance qualifications. Admission to professional education
and liberal arts is not a "carte blanch" process.

2. Educational offerings are generally offered by specialized
departments, institutes and colleges. In fact, a university
is generally a union of separate colleges united under the
jurisdiction of a quasi-legal body charted by the state.



Tuition costs range from low at state supported public or
municipal institutions to extremely high at private colleges.

4. The faculty is coulitted to research and knowledge generation
for its intrinsic worth and is less concerned about utilitarian
apeIication. This assumption must be tempered by the observation
that schools of education, business, engineering sciences and
agriculture provide field experiences for thoir students to
applv theoretical concepts.

5. Professional programs must receive and continue to maintain
national accreditation, particularly in education, business,
engineering, science and forestry.

Collegesand universities seek to attract clientele from a
national market and to enhance what is referred to as "national
visibility." Research and development grants from federal, state
and private foundations are critical to this thrust.

7. Students in colleges and universities represent a mix of ages
aspirations and career interests. In addition, the multiple
lifestyle needs of todays student places pressure on central
administration for alternative living arrangements, access and
control of various substances (Alcohol, etc.) and some form of
participation in institutional governance.

8. A rigid faculty-staff separation that places central p-wer for
curriculum control in the hands of those holding professional
appointment.

The above characteristics are not meant to be inclusive and others may wish

to argue the me .ts of those cited. Other important characteristics may be

absent from this list, and would need to be included. As a result of those

unique characteristics the college and university must respond to myriad

pressures from state legislators, parents, alumni friends, students and

faculty for a variety of services that is often beyond their capability to

deliver.

At the risk of offendi j some of our readers it is our opinion that

curriculum relevance, assisting students with career development and pro-

viding conditions that encourage faculty creativity are the more important

issues conf'onting higher educat on. The uniqueness of higher education is a
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pius factor in addressing curriculum reform and providing student,assistance.

The freedom that exists in university settings provides opportunity for

creativity that does not exist in the businesS-industry world. This is not

to imply that opportunity for creative thinking is not available in these

settinos, hut by their very nature hi9her education institutions are predicated

on a knowiek!ge generation premise and this means new theories and applications

of conceptual ideas. It is possible that career education could have impacted

the college or university to a greater extent if federal funding in the early

1970s had been channeled to scholars for research and development efforts

in this area.

Freedom as used in the context of this chapter implies certain "onditions

that facilitate the nurturance of new ideas and models for testing. Illustra-

tive freedoms in higher education are:

1. Freedom to investi,jate ideas, test models and suggest applications
without fear of political interference.

Freedom to pursue knowledge in areas of inquiry that may be un-
popular with various societal elements.

Freedom to develop, revise and test new curriculum models without
securing public approval.

Freedom to consult with various societal sectors without undue fear
of disturbing "sacred cows." The university professor enjoys a level
of prestige that renders his/her opinion as expert and it requires
considerable public failure to lose this confidence.

Freedom to be creative in an institutional setting that thrives on
new knowledge. In particular, new learning models that stimulate
student motivation and interest are particularly sought.

Freedom to challenge old shibboleths that retard intellectual growth
and restrict the faculty in pursuit of knowledge.

Naturally, these freedoms demand a sense of responsibility and some loyalty

on the part of faculty to institutional goals. At the same time, this freedom

requires all faculty and staff to seriously examine the career education concept
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in a spirit of open inquiry. Preconeeived notions or stereotypes regarding

the word "career" can serve to retard infusion into existing learning models.

A review of the major objectives for the university based career educa-

tion project indicates the following accomplishments:

Objective 1: To demonstrate to faculty at the University of Maine at
Orono the philosophy, concepts and practices of career
education in po,,t-secondary settings that assist them in
revising instructional practice via a structured seminar
series.

A seminar series was designed by project staff and consisted of eight

career education content sessions and out-of-class assignments (See Appendix A )

The UMO series consisted of eight three hour presentations and lab exercises

directed by nationally recognized experts in career education. The purpose of

this seminar series was to provide an overview of the philosophy, concepts and

practices of career education in post-secondary institutions. The consultants,

reading materials and laboratory exercises were specifically selected to assist

in implementing career education from a philosophical and applied base.

Faculty participaits were recruited from the College of Life Science and

Agriculture, Colle(e of Engineering Sciences and College of Education. A

total of 27 UMO faculty and staff re4onded to the announcement 'letter and

project abstract. A total of 20 were selected to participate in the seminars

(17 completed the training). Two faculty who serve as department chairmen

withdrew because of heavy administrative duties and one person died during

the series. The following 'selection Criteria were established to ensure

diversity among participants. The criteria were:

A. Representation from different academic subject areas.

B. Representation of different academic.ranks - Professor,
Associate Professor Assistant and Instructor.

High student contact at'the undergraduate 'level.

Diverse field/specializ tion in academic areas.
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The following t ble indicates that good academic rank and field representation

was achieved.

Tab e 1

UMO Faculty/Staff Composition

Academic Ranks Represented

Full Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professer
Instructor

TOTAL

6

6

5

Academic Areas Represented

Educational Foundations
Child Development
Microbiology

3 Forest Resources
20 Civil Engineering

Agricultural Resource Economics
Soil Science
Electrical Engineering
Social Studies Education
Mathematics Education
Agricultural Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

TOTAL YU

A total of 17 seminar participants completed th'. series (Experimental Group 1)

The seminar series content was carefully selected as a result of experiences

n the two previous projec. years. Aoalysis of evaluation data indicated that

universit faculty are more. receptive to materials and formal lecture type pre-

sentations 14 speakers with impeccable credentials. As a result, selected

consultants for the seminar series were required to demonstrate application of

the theoreticAl constructs presented. lhe material in Table 2 provides examples

Of their presentations.

-----



Table 2

Consultants and Illustrative Examples of Their
Content Presentations

Consultart

Ur. Charlo,, W. Ry.in

UniveNity of Moino

Dr. Robert Ristau
Eastern Michigan Udiversity

Dr. Jeffery Kleinberg
Dr. Irwin Feifer
Long Island Community
College

Dr. Daniel Behring
Alma College

Dr. Donald Casella
Univ.ersity of Alabama
and,Birmin ham Southern
Col,kge

Career Education Concepts

Introduction of general career educa-
tion concepts
Eight elements of career education

- Overview of reasons behind career
education

Infusion strategies
- Self awareness techniques
- Career awareness techniques
- Research ideas
- Course development models
- College of business role
- Life skills competencies
- Career education definitions and
exercises

- Focus on two year programs at the
community college level
Implementation of career education
within basic academics

- Practical labs and demonstrations
- Self awareness emphasis
- Importance of interviewing
tefinitions of career related terms

- The Alma plan and faculty involvement
in career education

- Students as least critical supporters
of career education

- Reality of student/peer evaluations
Infusion ideas
Focus on problems hindering career
'education
Learning by modeling

- lmplementating of career education
within basic elements
Practical labs and demonstrations
Self awareness emphasis

- Importance of career placement
- Definitions of career related terms

(continued)

8



Table 2 (continued)

Dr. Joseph Quaranta
Ohio State University

9

Theoretical foundations for career
development

- Students as least critical supporters
of career education

- Reality of student/peer evaluation
Inhejon idoa%

- locus on problems hindering career
education
Ohio State model for teachers

1977-78 Career Education Seminar Series for University Educators.

In addition to seminar participation each participant was required to

deliver a complete career education infused instructional unit. A suggested

model for unit format (See Appendix B) was provided each seminar member to

insure consistency in structure. In general, the content of the units pre-

pared was of a higher quality than those published in 1976-77. Several

reasons account for this improvement.

A. The project staff was able to deliver improved consultant services
as a result of prior experience in 1975-76 and 197E-77.

The review/editing process was more consistent and project designed
guidelines assisted in maintiining quality control.

The career education resources for higher education have increased in
volumeand quality, thus providingextensive reference materia.k for the
faculty.

The UMO faculty have a basic commitment to research and publication
and this was probably a nmtivating factor for many. .

A total of 16 units wev.0 received from the UMO El group and subsequently

published in Weer Edycatjon in_qgher Education, Vol. II.

In addition as part of the evaluation design a group of UAO faculty were

recruited to serve as Experimental Group 2. This group was provided specific

instructions (See Appendix C) on how to train themselves in the career educa-

tion concept. As a part of the reSearch design the foll wing question was

'so
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posed "Do faculty who do not participate in a formal seminar series achieve

significant gains in career education content as measured by the Career

EdRcon,.1(nowledge Invehtory (rifth Edition, 1978) as compared to faculty

who complete the seminar training. A full discussion of these findings is

located in the Evaluation section. The members of
E
2 were selected from a

total pool of 150 UMO faculty after 1 was selected. A one day .111inar in

May, 1978 was the culminating event for the E2 group.

Objective 2: To select from the 1976-77 seminar participants 8 uni4ersity/
college professors who will write 26 career education \nstruc-
tional units that incorporate at least one career education
element by using the eight career education elements as\
reference criterion.

As a result of prior experiences in 1976-77 it was decided to asseMble

a select group of faculty from UMO and Husson College to servo as a unit\

development team. A total of eight faculty wet-e selected from the 1976-77

participants to serve Oh this team (See Appendix D). The writing team was \

composed of five UMO and three Husson College faculty who met in October

1977 for orientation. Specific guidelines were prepared to assist the

writing team in devolopinq the units. For example: (1) Suggested Unit

Format, Appendix B; (2) Writing a Unit of Instruction, Appendix E; (3)

a subcontract for services; and (4) writing tips.

A total of 24 units were delivere&by the agreed upon dates and

subjected to the review procedures established by the staff. Each unit

did meet acceptable standards and included at least one infused career

education element. The writing team was instructed to focus on career

awareness, decision making, economic awareness, beginning competencies,

employability skills, with less emphasis on self awareness and appreciations

and attitudes. The goal was n completed units and we received 24 as one

faculty member renegotiated their contract due to a heavy teaching load.

the comOeted units were published in Ca'eer Education in Hi9her Education
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lpfusiorodel Vol. 111, 1978.

Objective 3: To assemble a package of career education materials that
could be utilized for training post-secondary education
faculty in the philosophy, concepts and practices of
career education.

The intent of this o!jective was to review, edit and select those

materials developed by the project from 975 to 1978 for national

dissemination. During the period june 1, 1978 to July 30, 1978 a re-

search assistant was employed to assist in this task. All project memos,

guidelines, sample materials and evaluation forms were reviewed for possible

inclusion in this package. The project reviewed all products developed and

decided that the following would be most helpful in meeting the objective.

The products were divided into four categories:

Catenor A Selection and Orientation Procedures

Category 43 In-Service Training Procedures

Catenory C Career Education Unit Development

Category Evaluation Processes

All of the selected materials were packaged for national dissemination and

three sets accompany this final reporl. The package was available for national

dissemination ir September, 1()78. The contents included:

Career Education in pigher. Education:. _An_Infusjon.Mod!...! Vol.
11 and III

B. Career Education Development Materials

Objective 4: To involve representatives from the world of business:labor
and industry as consultants to the career education seminar
and to serve as a reviewer of at least one instructional unit.

The inclusion o' lt:iness/ ndustry representatives was a calculated

attempt to add a reality dimension to the seminar series. After careful

deliberation the staff decided to seek representatives from the following

fields: (1) public service; (2) transportation; (3) educajon; (4) pulp

and-paper; (5) student personnel'service * (6) banking and (7) engineering.
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Representatives from these areas would complement the mix of professors

and atademit fields selected for the seminars. In addition, we sought

prominent UMO alumni wh-.) had achieved recognition in the community.

Assistance in composing a list of potential candidates was secured from

the Dean of each collAc represented in the project. A letter explaining

the Iroject was sent to each pro,,pective member of the business-industry

advisory council (See Appendix 1). All persons contacted readily agreed

to serve.

An analysis of the businessindustry advisotycouncil involvement

indicates that the goal of the six community representatives was achieved.

In addition, the representatives completed the following tasks:

A. Reviewed one career education instructional unit using a
structured reveiw form.

Attended regular meetings) plus at least two career education
seminars.

Provided opinion data on the quality of at least two career
education seminars.

Participated in two group interaction sessions with the faculty
(El) participants to discuss career education.

Participated in a structuredointervjew conducted by Social
Science Research Institute to assess the overall quality of the
seminar series and their participation.

Furtier comments on the role of B/I Advisory Councils w'll be found in the

evaluation section. One factor that should be considered is scheduling,

it may be an impediment to full involvement. Several factors did hinder

full participation for several of our members. For example: (1) union

contract negotiations; (2) attendance at.professional association meetings

and (3) local emergencies.

Objective 5: To plan and execute a regional career education conference
for dissemination of project results in May, 1978.

The conference was not held due to insufficient funding to support

:this endeavor. Products developed by thu prolect staff will be distributed

through the Office of Career Education, ERIC and national mailing.

;
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Section 11

EVALUATION

Evaluation plans for the project were designed to assess the impact of

the four major objectives and their impact on the target populations.

Section 11 has been mibdivided into four subsections: university

seminar series, interview of seminar series participants, career education

unit development and post-secondary education materials. The university

eminar series subsection is concerned with the gain in participant know-

ledge and the change in participant attitude for both the seminar partici-

pants and the self-study group. The interview subsection examines in-depth

the seminar series by analyzing eight separate areas. The career education

unit development subsection considers those units that were prepared by the

seminar participants as well as those prepared by the writing team. The

tourth subsection, post-secondary education materials, reviews the package

.of career education mater als prepared for utilization in the training of

post-secondary education faculty,

University Seminar Serie,.

Following completion of the seminar series a posttest-only control

group design was utilized for evaluation purposes. The seminar participants

(N-17) made up experimental group number one. The participants in the self-

study group (N17) made up experimental group number two. The control group

(N=17) was made up of faculty members from the Colleges of Education, Engineering

and Science, and Life Science and Agriculture, who volunteered to participate

in the testing. It was not possible to randomly select the subjects for either

the experimental and control group although the population of faculty from the

three colleges were randomly selected to receive letters asking them to

volunteer. The members of the three groups were equivalent in termt of age,

sex, education and faculty rank.
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A 60 item instrument entitled the Career,E4uotion Knowledge Tcst

(6th Edition) was given to all three groups. This test was designed by

project staff specifically to measure the knowledge gained by seminar

participants. lt concisted of 30 multiple choice questions and 30

confidence weighted true- ía ke questions. The instrument has been

through four wpd 'ato revp.inn,, Oh each OCCdSioh, cer tain items that

had appropriate discrimination .and difficulty were selected from the

previous instrument. These items also represented instructional ob-

jectives covered by each seminar. Content for test items was also

derived from audio and video tape recordings of seminar presentations

and addition 1 items were developed from the reading materials presented

to the participants.

Test items were evaluated by three memhers of the project staff

utilizing the following criteria:

I. Does the item reflect the content of the career education seminars
or the required reading materials?

Is each item free of sex-stereotyping and ambiguity?

Does each distractor fit realistically within the content of the
item?

During the fifth revision, six items were eliminated, six new items

were written and eight were re-written on the basis of these criteria.

All three groups (

-E-
1,

E
L, , and control) took the fifth revision of the

Career.Educat.ion Knowledgejes. A one-way analysis of variance for three

ilndependent groups was performed. Results of the one-wey analysis of variance

show a significant difference among the mean scores of the three groups, f (251) ,

3.05, P .05. The results of this analysis are contained in Table 3.

'No



Source of
Varidtion

Table 3

One-Way Analysis of variance Among
Experimental Group One, Experimental Group Two, and a

Control Group on a Measure of Career Education Knowledge

Sum of

Betwa.en Groups 229.5926 2

.Within Groups 1917.8860 SI

2147.4785 53'Total

Mean
Squares

114.7964

37.6056

15

Ratio

3.053 0.05

Duncan's Multiple Range Test was choosen as the multiple comparison

procedure to determine the differences between means. The results are

contained in Table 4,

Group

£2

Control

T ble 4

Means tor the Career Education Knowledge
Test by Group

Means

17

23,39*

19.22

18.83

*P < .05

The results of this multiple comparison test indicates that those partici

pants ii.the career education seminar series scored significantly higher on

the Carcer Knoyiledge Test than did either of the other two groups. This gain

in knowledge 5y the El group was strikingly similiar to gains made by other

grOupS who have attended the seminar series in past years. There are strong
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indications that a seminar series of this type would have a similiar impact

on other faculty groups. Furthermore, it is our hypothesis that this seminar

series may have nad an impact on students (graduate and undergraduate) as well

as other faculty members.

The fact that there was not a ,Agnificant difference beimeen the
E
2 and

control group i interostihq hut not unexpected. There appears to be three

major reasons for this. First, the motivation of the
E
2 group seemed to be

quite different from that of the El group. The El group seemed committed to

making some changes 1) the way they were teaching and handling their advising

responsibilities and saw career education as a way of assisting them. On the

other hand, a majority of the E2 group seemed more interested in the monetary

rewards associated with the project rather than what this concept might do for

them or their students. Second the format that was utilized with the
E
2 group

creat d a situation where there was an almost total lack of contact between the

project staFf and the group members. This absence of contact appeared to "inder

half of the participants and in retrospect it might have been advantageous to

have scheduled a series of infrequent meetings to provide some minimal guidel- nes

and information. It is our conclusion that without some continuing monitoring,

college faculty members wi1 ct adopt and utilize career education. Third, the

lack of a siqnifIcant. difference between the
E
2 and control groups could be the

result of the instv-ument itself. It was designed essentially to measure the

content of the seminar series and in looking over the diaries and projects done

by the 2 group, it is likely that many in the group would not have encountered

the same information that was presented in the seminars. In conclusion, tW real

impact of this experience in the E2 group cannot be determined from this data

alone, but must be analyzed in light of other data that will be presented in

succeeding sections.
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T..!* faculty Attitude Survex (Appendix G) was utilized to measure the

attitude of the project participants toward career education. This instrument

was developed at the University of Alabama (McLean & Loree, 1976). A complete

discription of the development of this instrument is contained in the preceeding

reference.

This instrument was admilistored to all three groups
E1 E

2 and control.

A one-way analysis of variance for three independent groups was performed.

Results of the analysis show a significant difference among the mean scores of

the three groups, f (2,51) 6.729, P < .003 The results of this analysis are

ccntained in Table 5

Table 5

One-Way Analysis of Variance Among
Experimental Group One, Experimental Group Two, and
a Control Group on a Measure of Faculty Attitudes

Toward Career Education

Sources of
Variance

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

Sum of
Squares

3150. 190

df

**non 44

Mean
Squares Ratio

2 1575.4094 6.729 0.0026

11940.546g 51 234.1284

150' 1.3633 53. .....,1.

Duncan's Multiple Range Test was chosen as the multiple comparison procedure

to determine the differences between means. The results are contained in Table 6.



lable 6

Means by Group on a Measure
of Faculty Attitude Toward Career Education

Group Means

El
17 168.55*

E2
17 150.50

Control 17 155.28

*P .05

The results of this multiple comparison test indicate that the partici-.

pants of the seminar series (El) scored signficantly higher than either the

E2 or the control group. The significant differences between the El group

and the other two groups indicates that the seminar series did have a favorable

impact on the participants. Having been a part of a structured sequential

learning experience and having been exposed to faculty members from other

wiiversities, seems to have had a very positive effect. Learning a new

concept seems to occur more readily when the course content is presented in

a logical and meaningful way. Faculty reacted well to the seminar presenta-

Xions and the selected material in notebooks prepared for their use. Further-

more, we would suggest that this positive reaction to career education was

transmitted to students having contact with these faculty members whether it

be in class or through an advising program.

In discussing these results, it should be noted that all three groups

were favorably disposed toward career education.. It appears that faculty

in general are thinking more positively about thc elationship between

academic studies and the world of work. It also appears that one way of

caPitalizing on this trend is through an in-service program such as the one

associated with this project.

18
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Appendix G contains a listing of ali 40 guestfOns in the Faculty

Attitude Survex. Directly below each question are the means of each of

C E
the three groups: 1 2 and control. A one way analysis of variance

with Duncan's Multiple Range Test was utilized to analyze these means:

A notation was made for all differencesthat were significant, P < .05.

There were 13 items where significant differences occured. In

general, the
E
1 group was more positive about career education and more

open to including it in their courses than were either the E2 group or

the control group. Specifically the
E
1 group felt that career education

did not interfere with the regular academic program and in fact it served

to enhance it through a combination of specialized and liberal studies.

Faculty felt that institutions of higher education must address this pro-

blem and provide more opportunities for students to avail themselves of

career counseling. TheY also felt that students need to be exposed to a

wide variety of career development experiences and that these could be pro-

vided in regular acadeiic courses and thereby increase the career options

of students.

Interview of Seminar Ser..... .

Past experience has validated that in-depth personnel i terviews with

participants has provided us controlled opportunity to secure information re-

garding the impact of the project. As a result, the Social Science Research

Institute at the University of Maine was contracted to conduct personal inter-

views with the following groups:

1. Faculty members who participated in the semdnar series (El).

Faculty members who participatedin the self-study group (E2)

Members of the business and industry advisory group.



Table 7

Demographic and Background Data on
University Based Career Education Seminar Series

Participants

CATEGORY

Sex
Male
Female

College
Education
Engineering
Life Sciences and

Agriculture

17

2

E
2 BUSINESS INDUSTRY

ANISCRY GROUP

18 7
0 1

8

5

3 6

12 7

Terminal Degree
B.A. - B.S. 0 0

M.A. - M.S. 1 0

Ph.D. - Ed.D. 16 18

18

Academic Rank
Instructor 1 1

Assistant 7

Associate 5 8

Professor 6 2

Administrator 0 0

1-6
Average Years Teaching
Experience 13.0 11.7

Percent of Time Spent in
Teachijig 94% 88%

Percent of Time Spent in
Administration 6% 12%

Percent of Participants
with Previous Experience
in Career Education 47% 39

2
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A combined interview questionnaire was prepared and a coPy is contained

in Appendix H. Each of the 158 interview questions were coded by group. The

questionnaire was divided into -ight separate sections:

Background Information -- Questions 1-5

Seminor Cories Questions 6-43

Consultants Questions 44-50

Sem' nar Materials -- Questions 51-59

5. Workshop Questions 60-79

6. Seminar Format Questions 80-103

7. Motivation -- Questions 104-124

8 Unit Development and Questions 125-158
Infusior

It was felt that by examining these areas in-depth that we could establish

quite clearly the major strengths and weaknesses of/the series as well elicit

recommendations for similiar in-service programs for university faculty.

The interviews themselves took place in April and June 1978 and were

conducted by two professional interviewers. Each interview ranged from 20

to 60 minutes, with the average interview taking 35 minutes. The interview

format contained both objective and open-ended questions. Those items have

all been analyzed and will be presented by the following procedure. Each of

the eight sections will be reported separately, with the exception of the

first section on Background Data, the other seven sections will be separated

int., a result summary, followed by comments from the project staff. The re-

sponses to the open-ended interview questions are summarized in Appendix I

Backround Data

The data in Table 7 contains all of the demographic and background data

on the seminar participants, the self-study group and the business-industry

advisory group.
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The data from the interview questionnaire will be reported and discussed

by participant groups beginning with the faculty who participated in the

seminar series

Seminar Sorie,, 1

this group ro,,ponded mo,,t foverAdv to thoso presentations that wero

we developed and based on a sound conceptual model. They liked the format

)f the seminar series but were somewhat critical of the repetition that was

evident in the first few presentations. They were almost unanimous in saying

thA they gained essential information, that the series met their professional

needs, and that it was suited to the post-secondary level. A majority indi-

cated that their attitude toward their professional role changed as a result

of these sessions and were more aware of career development issues. They

were almost unanimous in their positive feelings toward the series and would

recommend similar programs to their colleagues.

Staff Copaments. The convents of the participants were gratifying to

the staff and our efforts. All 17 who completed the program were interviewed

and the mOority felt that it wa.a worthwhile experience and that it should

be continued. One problem that they reported was that the concept of career

education as written and presented tended to be "fuzzy" and hard to define

clearly. These comments were not unique and emphasized the need for a

continuing effort to redefine and clarify career education. Most partici-

pants enjoyed having the business and industry group involved and felt they

contributed significantly to the overall effectiveness of the seminar series.

One interestingresult was that nine members of the group i\pdicated that

their perception of their professional role had changed because of the

seminar series. This seems to be rather significant when you consider that

professional 'roles are usually well defi;ied in graduate trainlng and re-

sistent to change.
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Having received favorable evaluation conrents for the second year in

a row, we have concluded that this is a viable format in which to conduct

faculty in-service training.

Consultants El

Overall the group soomod pleased with the seminar consultants. They

would like to see them to stay longer, perhaps for two sessions. The

participants like the discussions and exercises and wanted more of both

and less theory. A majority felt that it would have been helpful if the

consultants were more aware of the local problems and that this would have

increased the effectiveness of their presentations.

Staff Comments. This year we asked all consultants to increase the

amount of time spent on discussions and exercises and this did occur. Yet,

it is obvious that more needs to be done in this area. The local situation

is a more difficult problem as these faculty came from several different

colleges within the university and even the project staff was not always

aware of some of the issues in these seperate colleges. Having outside

consultants come in for short periods of time seems to be a very acceptable

way of handling this from both a staff and participant point of view.

Seminar Materia s

All participants reported that they read the materials that were given

to them during the seminar. The materials were rated helpful easy to use

and well coordinated with the sessions and that these materials will be

useful to them in the future. The handouts used by the consultants were

very wt.11 received and proved to be among the most popular of all the

material distributed.

Staff Comments. The evaluation results indicate considerable improve-__
lent from last year, both in terms of the material used, as well as partici-

pant responses. This was especially true of consultant handouts. We hadrt.

4_
-A
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alerted each conultant to bring appropriate materials with them as

reported earlier, they were well received.

Did not apply.

Seminar format

The large majority ol the group found that the following elements of

the seminar format were ahout right or adequate:

A. Number of sessions

B. Length of sessions

C. Facilities

D. Luncheon

E. Amount of Reading

The group felt that the interval between sessions was too long and wanted

to have some type of follow-up next year to expand upon the first series.

In addition, group discussions, as well as a review of the units that they

developed was reques,ed.

Staff Count, its . This is another area where great improvement was

shown with the exception being, lack of discussion time. We were aware of

this problem throughout the series but were unable to convince the consultants

to move away from their lecture format. On the other hand, the changes that

were Made to increase the time from two to three hours and to include a

.luncheon after each session were very well received by the group. The luncheon

seemed to be espetially valuable to many participants as they were able to

utilize that 'time to exchange ideas with other faculty, the consultant, and

members of the business and industry advisory group. The problem with the

extended interval between sessions was brought on by some untimely snowstorms

\that forced the postponement of two sessions. We believe that withoutsihose

vintet/uptions both the starting date and intervals between sessions would have

2'6
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been acceptable to most faculty.

MOtivation

The vast majority of participants felt that the program was accurately

_portrayed in the recruitment letter and the major reasons for becoming

involved were

A. Interest in the topic

B. Professional growth

C. Need for information

The E
1 group was split on the role of the stipend as eight felt it was

important and nine felt it was not important. They were almost unanimous in

\ their agreement that the amount of the stipend was about right and all but

\one individual said they would participate if the stipend was not offered.

\he participants felt strongly that the series was applicable to their job

and that it did not require too much professional time commitment.

Staff Comments. The motivation to attend a faculty in-service program

such as this is very complex. The stipend is an important factor and without

it we feel that recruiting faculty would have been very difficult. After

the faculty became involved in the process itself, other factors seem to

become more important. Thus, there is no easy explanation to the motivation

question other than the fact that the stipend and the interaction process

seemed to be the key factors.

UpitDev,elppment_and Infusion

The majority of faculty participants found it difficult to write career

education units, but at the same time they stated that it was a valuable

experience. They were somewhat critical that the seminar did not adequately

prepare them to write this unit. Most participants had not tried out their

unit but the nmjority indicated that they would. A total of ninety percent

have taken the information from the seminar and used it in their'role as
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student advisors. In discussions with their colleagues, almost all faculty

members had brought up this topic. All participants felt that they will

have at least occasional opportunities to utilize the information they

received in the seminar. A majority of the group felt that career educa-

tion is valuable enough ,) pursuo on tieir own after the completion of the

seminar seriei.

Staff Comments. The major problem we did not anticipate was the dif-

ficulty the faculty had in writing their units. This could be quickly

remedied by a more extensive explanation during the seminar series,

additional individual help after they have begun to write and a writing

exercise. It was encouraging to find so many utilizing career education

ideas and concepts in other aspects of their roles.

It seemed quite obvious to us that the seminar series had a significant

imp ct on those who participated and in turn the participants are now impact-

ing on tlseir students and their colleagues.

Businessf-Jndustry Advlsory Group

Seminar Serie,.
,

Overall the business and industry group was very favorably impressed

wth the seminar sell s. They thought that it was appropriate for post-

secondary faculty and th t the topics were relevant. As indilviduals they

found the series helpful in renewing university ties and they felt they ac-

quired new skills and gained essential information. Seven of the eight

participants rated the series as good or excellent and all eight:felt that

the program should be continued.

Staff Compients. We were as pleased with this group and felt they added

immeasurably to 'the success of the series. One problem we did have was

that two members were not very active and missed several of the meetings

due to union negotiations and business travel. In the future, this might

3
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be. alleviated by a more careful selection process whereby only those whO

demonstrate real commitient would be invited to attend.

C9n.sul_ta.9s,

The group felt that they would like to see more time for discussion,

that there was adequate balance between theory and rwactice and between

local and outside consultants. They also would like to see more practical

exercises.

Staff C9pments. These are similiar to the comments of E1
participants

and reinforce the recomendations made in that section.

Seminar Materials

They were almost unanimous in agreeing that they read and found the

written materials that were given to all participants to be useful.

Staff Comments, None

It)!sh9.2.

Did not apply.

Seminar format

The group was almost unanimous in their responses to these questions.

They thought that the following were at about the right level:

A. Number of sessions

B. Time interval between sessions

C. Length of sessions

D. Amount of reading

E. Length of lectures

They were unanimous on the usefulness of the luncheon and the need for

follow-up seminars. They, as did the El participants felt a need for more

discussion time.

Staff Comments. .We think this speaks highly of our organization and

planning of the seminar series. The format seems to be excellent with the
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4mception that more emphasis needs to be placed on creatiug additional

discussion time.

Motivation

The business and industry groups were almost unanimous in their

feelings that:

A. The seminar series was accurately described.

B. The topic and the series was important to them as business
' professionals.

Professional growth and the need for information were among
the prime motivating factors.

Their firms considered the project to be important.

The seminar series format was applicable to them and did not
require too much time.

In addition, they were strong in their belief that they belonged to

this group, that they had something to offer and that they had the opportunity

to have input.

taff Cpmments. We felt that including a group of local business people

was one of our best decisions. We believe that it was an enjoyable and en-

lightening professional experience for all concerned. In future seminars, a

group such as this would seem to be a necessity.

E
2 Respons,es to Interview Questionnaire

Up to this point, we have focused our analysis on the responses rendered

by the E 1 seminar participants. The data in this section provides information

on the perceptions held by the E2 participants who trained themselves in the

philosophy, concepts and practices of career education. They did not partici-
.

pate in structured training experiences, such as the seminar series. A series

of questions was developed by SSRI for the E2
group who responded in a one-half

hour interview during May, 1978, (See Appendix H). Only 27 questions were

ppropriate for 2 and their responses were at follows:



Table 8

Interview Responses for
E
2 Group

Interview Question

29

Response

Q 29 Are you now aware of issues Yes 57%
No 44%

Q 31 Would you recommend program Yes 56%
No 40%
DK 6%

Q 33 Well integrated body of knowledge

Q 34 Did attitude change

Yes 22%
No 72%
DK 6%

Positive 50%
Unchanged 44%
Negative 6%

Q 66 Workshop formal presentation (4 hours) Very effective 28%
Somewhat effective 60%

Q 67 Workshop qroup discussion Very effective 50%
Somewhat effective 22%

Not effective 11%

Q 68 Workshop handout material Very effective 11%
Somewhat effective 28%

Not effective 28;;

69 Workshop Video-tape presentation Very effective 22%
Somewhat effective 39%

Not effective 22%

Q 70 Should other topics be covered

Q 72 Workshop Format OK

Q 73 Would foIlow-up seminars be use ul

Q 74 D d you read monograph

Q 75 'Was monograph worthwhile

0 76 Did monograph give enough background.

Yes 50%
No 28%

Day-Long Convenient 50%
2 or 3 Short Convenient 23%

Yes 61%
No 22%

Yes 94%
No 6%

Yes 78%
No 17%

Yes 61%
No 33%



Table 8 (cont.)

0 77 Were m'oterials readily avai,lahle

0 78 Was hail )ut ies) sufficient

Q 105 Program accurat ly described

Q 107 Interest in topic Very important 50%
Somewhat important 28%

Neutral 17%

Q 108 Professional growth Very impoIrtant 17%
Somewhat important 61%

Neutral 6%
Not too important 11%

Not at all important 6%
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Yes 50%
No 6%
DK 44%

Yes 72Z
No

DK 11%

Yes 61%
No 22%
DK 17%

109 Need for inform tion Very important 6%
Somewhat important 72%

Neutral 11%
Not too important 6%

Not at all important 6%

Q 112 The stipend Very important 11%
Somewhat important 44t

Neutral 17%
Not too important 6%

Not at all important 22%

Q 114 Stipent amount OK

Q 115 Would participate if no stipend

Q 129 Used Unit or Tested C.E. concept

Q 139 What C.E. concepts infused, advising role

Q 141 Diss-Itss d C.E. with colleagues

Q 142 Will pursue C.E. after project ends

Too much 22%
About right 72%

DK 6%

Yes 83%
No 11%

DK 6%

Yes ,89%

No 11%

Yes- '72%
No 28%

Yes 89%
No 11%

Yet 94%
No 6%
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Note: Percentages may not equal 100 due to rounding or missing cases. Only
those respondents who were in the £2 group are reported in this Table.

From the 27 items which were responded to by the E2 group only 14 will

be interpreted. As shown in Table 8, Q 33 indicates that a non-structured

training program is not the most effective process for iatroducing a new

concept, The one-day workshop conduc ed for E2 was perceived as effective

in Q 66 as a means to interact and discuss issues. In particular Q 67 indi-

tateS that the group discussion activity was particularly powerful as a

vehicle for clarifying the career education concept. The video-tape pre-

sentation (Q 69) was marginally effective as a technique for introducIng

career education to university faculty. Overall technical quality was fair

and distracted from the concepts presented by Donald Casella.

The data in items t 107, Q 108 ) 109, Q 112, Q 114, and Q 155 indicates

interest in the topic ,,nd need for information and professional growth were

critical variables in attracting the members of E2 to participate. All E2

members were volunteers, even though there is evidence that the monetary sti-

pend was an attractive inducement for some (See Q 112). Item Q 34 indicates

that as a whole the lack of formalized training had a more negative impact on

E
2 members. This lends credence to other findings that a structured seminar

approach i- more effective in introducing a new concept. Members of a group

'tend to support positive ideas, and those who are reticent generally adopt

the group norm. The members of 2 who were supportive of the career educa-

tion concept had little opportunity to interact with those having a negative

posture. We suspect that the one day workshop had some positive impact on

those that had not made up their mind.

The global questions in Q 139, Q 141 and Q 142 are highly interrelated

and suggest some positive impact on E2. A primary reason for volunteering

wa-, to improve their skills in career advising and'72% indicated that career

education concepts were infused jn this activity. Alse, 89% of the 2 members
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did discuss career education with other colleagues. This level of impact is

evidence that career education is of interest to university faculty and indi-

cate that people with higher levels of education tend to discuss new ideas.

All members of £2 were recipients of doctoral degrees in their field.

The data in Table must be interpreted with caution due to the complex

characteristics of the respondents. Motives for participation are complex

and in all probability the members of E2 volunteered for a variety of reasons.

Data collected by the interview process must he viewed as honest expressions

and reactions to an unstructured experience.

Ca eer Education Upi.tDevelopmpt

Instructional units were developed by the
E
1 participants in the seminar

seri s. In addition, a special writing team comprised of five faculty members

from the University of Maine at Orono and three faculty members from Husson

College wrote a total of 64 units.

Seminar Participants

As part of their contracts each seminar participant was required to

write career education infused instructional units. The instructions and

format for these units is contained in Appendix B.

In addition, a portion of several seminar sessions was utilized to

further elaborate on those instructions. There were also a number of faculty

who individually consulted with the project staff. Each unit was reviewed by

project staff for:

A. Adherence to APA Publicatjon Manual of Style.

B. Technical considerations - format, composition, visual material
quality, etc.

Scope - infused career education concept, internal consistency,
ease of integration into existing curriculum.

Validity of material - appropriate for intended audience, adequate
reading level and content appropriate for intended audience.
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1

El. Unit methodology - ease of use, includes suggested material,
instructional time constraints, includes evaluation procedures

' and use with individuals or groups.

Authenticity - material is realistic, was field-tested, and uses
current information or concepts.

Viewpoint - material avoids stereotypes, deals with interpersonal
relations, presents a ratie of values and is non-baised toward
women or minorities.

Special consideration - appropriate for college/university courses,
reasonable cost and potential for high student impact.

After initial review, each unit was returned to the author for necessary

revisidns. Subsequently, the project staff reviewed them for a third time

and made corrections. A final step was to secure the services of a profes-

sional proofreader from the On versity of Maine Press to review the proposed

publication. The units were published in Career Education in Higher Education:

A Model for Infusion Voluie II 1978.

Writing Team

The writing team, all of whom had participated in a previous career edu-

cation seminar series, wore contracted to write instructional units that in-

corporated at least one career education element by using the eight career

education elements as a reference criterion. The instructions and format

for these units is contained in Appendixes B and E.

Each unit was reviewed by project staff in the same manner as explained

in the previous section. In addition, units were reviewed by several of the

Business-Industry adisory team as well as other members utilizing the

cation, "A Systematic Approach to Evaluating Career Education Material at the

Local Level." The purpos6 of this review was to validate the usefulness and

objectivity of the materials in relation to the career education elements.

Following this seri s of reviews and revisions, it was read by a pro-

fessional proofreader fron the University of Maine Press. The units were

published in Car9er Education in Higher-Education: A ,ModelLfor, Infusion,
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Volume III (1978).

Post-Secondary Education Materials

The,project staff assembled a package of career education materials

that were designed to he utilized for training post-secondary education

faculty in the philosophy, concepts, and practices of career education.

The materials included in this package were reviewed by the project

staff. In addition, a panel of three academic faculty members reviewed

these materials.

The criteria utilized for the review were:

1. Appropriateness
a. Audience
b. Reading level
c. Tone

Scope
a. Rationale
b. Content balance
c. Consistent

Authenticity
a. Accurate
b. Up-to-date

Viewpoint
a. Humanistic
b. Women
c. Handicapped

Technical Aspects
a. Organization
b. Clarity
c. Color
d. Design
e. Packaging

Special Features
a. Guides accompanying material

The package of materials was assembled and mailed in September, 1978-to the

'Office of the President" of all fifty state land grant institutions in the

United States. In addition, another fifty were mailed to selected career

education project directors and other leaders. The State Coordinator of.

Career Education in Maine was provided d set for use as appropriate.
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Section 12

ANTICIPATED CHANGES AND/OR PROBLEMS

The total staff effort to initiate, manage and evaluate this project

was without a doubt our best effort. Recruitment'and selection of partici-

pants, organization of career education materials, evaluation and administra-

tive managemeit were accomplished effectively. Excellent cooperation from

the Office of Career Education and assigned project officers (Gerald Elbers

and Prentice Echols) facilitated alI efforts. Our only serious problem was

caused by the soverf- winter storms of 1977-78 that necessitated several

changes in seminar presentations. Rescheduling resolved this difficulty and

the topics were presented at a later date.

It is fair to state that serious issues reAain to be resolved if career

education is to be implemented in post-secondary institutions. In terms of

project objectives on this particular campus, we encountered no serious

difficulties in-implementing the project. Universities and colleges are

unique institutions that will require careful analysis prior to implementa-

tion efforts at other sites.

Infusing and implementing career education in the post-secondary

institution is a difficult task. The uniqueness of higher education

institutions in terms of governance, faculty autonomy, clientele and varying

missions prohibits one single definition. American colleges and universities

number about 2,500 and each institution is unique. Tfie philosophical premise

of higher education implies that the pursuit of knowledge for its intrinsic

value is a noblo goal and it is possible that this premise serves as a re-

stric ive value in implementing concepts that appear vocationally oriented.

Career education in substance may imply to many faculty an undue reliance

on career needs of students and he the antithesis of research activity. The

purpose of this chapter is to explore several of the relevant issues related
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to implementing career education in institutions of highereduoation.

The critical issues related to implementing career education require

an understanding of the university or college environment. Governance,

.curriculum, student faculty and auxiliary services are the five elements

that generally cons tute an institution's organizational pattern. In

general the common character i tics of four-year institutions ore:

Restricted and selective admissions based on meeting certain entrance
qualifications. Admission to professional education and liberal arts
is not a "carte blanch" process.

Educational offerings are generally offered by specialized depart-
ments, institutes and colleges. In fact, a university is generally
a union of scparate colleges united under the jurisdiction of a
quasi-legal body chart,A by the state.

Tuition costs range from low at state supported public or municipal
institutions to extremely high at private colleges.

The faculty is committed to research and knowledge generation for
its intrinsic worth and is less concerned about utilitarian appli-
cation. This assumption must be tempered by the observation that
schools of education, business, engineering sciences and agriculture
provide field exp3riences for their students to apply theoretical
concepts.

5. Professionai programs must receive and continue to maintain nationl
accreditation, particularly in education, business, engineering,
science and forestry.

Colleges and universities seek to attract clientele from a national
market and to enhance what is referred to as "national visibility."
Research and development grants from federal state and private
foundations are critical to this thrust.

Students in colleges and universities represent a mfx of ages,
aspirations and career'interests. In addition, the multiple life-
style needs of today's student places pressure on central administra-
tion for alternative living arrangements, access and control of various
substances (alcohol, etc.) and someform of participation in institu-
tional governance.

A rigid faculty-staff separation that places central power for cur-
riculum control in the hands of those holding professional appoint-
ment.

The above characteristics are not meant to be inclusive and others may wish

to argue the merits of those cited. Other important characteristics may be
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absent from this list and would need to be included. As a result of those

unique characteristics the college and university must respond to myriad

pressures from state legislators, Parents, alumni friends, students and

faculty for a variety of services that is often beyond their capability

to deliver.

At the risk of u 4,1endinq some of our readers, it is our opinion that

curriculum relevance, assisting students with career development and pro-

viding student assistance. The freedom that exists in university settings

provides opportunity for creativity that does not exist in the business-

industry world. This is not to imply the opportunity for creative thinking

is not available in these settings, but by their very nature higher educa-

tion institutions are predicated on a knowledge generation premise and this

neans new theories and applications of conceptual ideas. It is possible that

career education could have impacted the college or university to a greater

extent if federal funding in the early 1970 s had been channeled to scholars

for research and development efforts in this area,

rreedom as used in the context of this chapter implies certain condi-

tions that fa 'litae the nurturance of new ideas and models for testing.

11lestrative freedoms in higher education are:

1. Freedom to investigate ideas, test models and suggest applications
without fear of political interference.

Freedom to pursue knowledge in areas of inquiry that may be un-
popular with various societal elements.

3. Freedom to develop, revise and test new curriculum models without
securing public approval.

Freedom to consult with various societal sectors without undue fear
of disturbing "sacred col...." The university professor enjoys a
level of prestige that reeders his/her opinion as exoert and it
requires considerable public failures to lose this confidence.

Freedom to he creative in an institutional setting that thrives
on new knowledge. In particular, new learning models that stimul te
student motivation and interest are particularly sought:

1
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Freedom to challetge old shibboleths that retard -intellectual
,growth and restrict the faculty in pursuit of knoWledge.

Naturally, these freedoms demand a seose of responsibility and some loyalty

on the part of faculty to Institutional goals. At the same time, this freedom

requires all faculty and staff to seriously examine the career education con-

cept I n a to n intoiry. Preconceived notions or stereotypes re-

garding the word "career" cai serve to retard infusion into existing learning

models.

In contrast to the cited freedoms there are several serious constraints

that impede implementation of career education in higher education. As a

result of critical observation over the last threelears, we have been ab e to

identify six major constraints that must be resolved:

1. Excessive faculty teachino loads act to restrict teaching innovation
As a result of budgetary crises of the last four years central
administration has resorted to leaving unfilled vacancies as a
result of natural attrition. It is not uncommon to find faculty
who teach 12 to 15 credit hours per semester and average about 100
advisees in addition.

Budgetary reductions have reducedthe number of teaching assistants
available to assist faculty with routine tasks associated with the
teaching process. As a result, time for creative curriculum develop-
ment is further reduced.

The pressure of inflationary economics has reduced real take home pay
for faculty and resulted in the pursuit of consaltancies or other
forms of renumeration. Also, the opportunity to earn extra salary
via teaching in continuing education, extension or summer school
works to reduce faculty energy and creativity in research efforts.

4 Work in terms of ethics and acceptance as practiced in the business-
industry world is not viewed as a scholarly endeavor. Discussion of
work and attendant values is not viewed as a matter of high importance
for inclusion by most faculty in their classrooms. The evaluation
of higher education over five centuries reflected a bias that learning,
was for a select few and that those endeavors deemed "occupational"
were not worthy of inclusion in the curriculum.

5. Accrediting societies and associations tend to be restrictive in
their insistance on adherence to established professional standards.
Reliance on external agencies for cfficial sanction of new innova-
tions, 6articularly in curriculum, serves as an inhibiting function.
In a sense, merely meeting prescribed standards may serve more as
a deterrent to experimenting with new or revised learning models.
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6. Bureaucratic procedures tend to become increasingly complex as
institutions attain increased size or historical chronology.
Practices become accepted because it was accepted de facto over
a period of time, In spite of the avowed search for truth there
is considerable reliance on accepted past practices. In retro-
wect, e,,tablished institutions of over b0 years existence may
he thc mo,,t difficult in which to implement career education.

These cons traints aro cveral of the more common encountered in attempting

to implement career education in a medium size state university.

in sum, our efforts to implement career education in a medium size

state university have let with partial success. Defining a model for

career education in higler education is not possible unless the cited

constraints are addressed in planning efforts. The sheer number of

post-secondary institutions (circa 2,500) existing in the United State4

with their missions and clientele will call for a variety of models. It

is difficult to posit any one approach as the "mudel" for interested in-

stitut o s. The process used to introduce career education on the

University o f t,aine at Orono campus may have applicability in other similiar

settings. InterestO higher education planners are encouraged to contact

the Center for Caroer [ducat inn for dotailed information.
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Section 13

DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

The dissemination activities for 1977-78 are divided into two major

categories, national and local.

National Activities

A. Technical reports to Office of Career Education

(1) Six month performance report, submitted April 12, 1978

(2) Special career education packet containing Volume I, II,
III and miscellaneous materials to 50 Land grant state
universities.

Requests for materials:

(1) From assorted states:

Virgil Ruble
Director of Career Education
Ball State University
Nuncie Indiana

Howard G. Rosenberg
Career Services Office
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Robert Reardon
Director of CCIS
The Florida State University
Tallahassee, florida

Gary Green
Adult and Occupational Ed.
Kans,as State University
Manhattan, Kansas

Patricia Duffy
Career Education Resource Cnt.
Barnstable High School
Hyannis, Massachusetts

William D. Goodson
Career Education
Brigham Young Univesity
Provo, Utah

Carol O'Donnell
Internships and Career Serv.
College of the Atlantic
Bar Harbor, Maine

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I, 1978

1 Career Education Set,
Vol. I, II, III, 1978

1 Career Education Set,
Vol. I, II, III 1978

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I

1 set of Career Ed.
Activ ties for grades
K-12

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I and

miscellaneous materials

1 Career Education
Report



Theodore W. Walters, S.J.
Dean, College of Arts Sci.
John Carroll University
Cleveland, Ohio

Sarah Richardson
Associate Director
Project Interact - Career
Lducation
Stephen,) 1. AwAin University
Nacogdoches, Texas

George R. Tomberlin
Chairman, Business Div.
University of Maine at Augusta
Augusta, Maine

John. R. Hendrick
Career Education Leadership Team
University of Arkansas
Camden, Arkansas

Derek Wheeler
Bronx Community College
Bronx, New York

Daniel Behring
Vice President for Student
Development
Alma College
Alma, Michigan

Ronald Davidoff
Assistant Superintendent
Revere Local School District
Bath, Ohio

Ivey G. Anderson
Consultant, CareerEducation
Southern Berkshire Regional School
Sheffield, Massachusetts

Kaye D. Kiefert
Director of Career Services
Human Development Center
Bellevue Community College
Bel levue, Washington

E. Ross Cummins
Professor of Education
Bates College

Lewiston, Maine

(2) From foreign countries:

Denis Cassivi
Research Associate
Atlantic Institute of Ed.
Nova Scotia, Canada.
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Miscellaneous Career
Education Materials

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I, plus
miscellaneous materials

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I, plus
miscellaneous materials

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I, plus
miscellaneous materials

1 Executive Summary,
1975-76, plus mis-
cellaneous materials

1 Executive Summary,
1975-76, 1976-77, plus
miscellaneous materials

1 Career'Education
package, Vol. I, II, and

1 Career Education
package, Vol. I, II nd
III

1 Career Education
Report, Vol. I
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C. Visitors

(1) Seven consultants, I from Ohio, 2 from Michigan, 1 from
Alabama, 2 from New York

(2) Carol O'Donnell, Internships and Career Services, College
of The Atlantic, April 15, 1978

(3) Prentice Echols, Project Officer, Office of Career
Education, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.

Conference Presentations

(I) School of Education, Indiana University, June 26, 1978,
Bloomington, Indiana, "Career Education and The School
Counselor"

(2) College of Education, Wrray State University, March 30-31
1978, Murray, Kentucky, "Infusing Career Education on the
Campus"

College of Cape Breton, Sidney, Nova Scotia, January 16, 1978
"Career Education: Implementation Strategies"

(4) American Personnel and Guidance Association, March 20, 1978
Washington, D.C., "Car2er Education in Higher Education"

(5) American Vocational Association, December 5, 1977, Atlantic'
City, New Jersey, "Career Education: Grades 9-12"

(6) Canadian Manpower Servics, October 28, 1977, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, "Career Education and Manpower Services"

istrict 20 In-Service Education Program, May 10-11, 1978,
St. John, New Brunswick, "Career Education Grades K-12"

(8) School of Education, Northeastern University, July 28, 1978,
Boston, Massachusetts, "Career Education: Linkages with
School Counselors."

State and Local Activities:

A. Local Activities:

(1) Announcement series in UMO Weekly Calendar

(2) Special report series in Bangor Daily News, October 1977
through May, 1978.

( ) College of Educatioo bulletin board photographs of seminar
parti, 'pants

(4) Copies of project abstract to all faculty in the College of
Education College of Life Sciences and Agriculture and
College of Engineering and Science



State Activitin:

(1) Service on Maine Career Education Advisory Council
for development of state career education plan.

(9 Career education materials disseminated to local
.education agenuie,, per requests (a total of 30).
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APPENDIX A

University of Maine at Orono
1977-7.

University Based Career Education Seminar Series
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Date P lace Speaker. Topic

November 11, 1977 Walker rm. Char les Ryan Introduction to Career Education
Memorial -In Post-Secondory Institutions
Union

January 27, 1976 Conference Joseph quaranta "A Conceptual model for Career
rm. Hilltop Education at the University
Dining level"
Complex

February 10, 1978 Conference Robert Aistau "infusing Career Education
rm. Hilltop Concepts into Curriculum
Dining Practices"
Complex

February 17, 1978 Conference Donald Casella "Organizing for Career Education
rm. Hilltop on the Campus"
Dining
Complex

February 24, 1978 Conference Charles Ryan "Developing Career Education
rm. Hilltop Instructional Units"
Dining
Complex

March 17, 1978 Conference Irwin Feifer/ "Career Education Ideas for Two
rm. Hilltop Jeffery Kleinberg Year Programsand Increasing
Dining Faculty involvement"
Complex

April 7, 1978 Conference TBA New University Programs
rm. Hilltop
Dining
Complex

April 21, 1978 Conference Charles kyan/ Summary - A Potpourri of
rm. Hilltop David Nichols Activities
Dining a) Freshman Early Experience
Complex Program

b) Seminar Evaluation
c) Administrative Details

TIME: 9:00 - 1200 a.m.



Dr. Joseph J. Quaranta
Professor of Education &
Chairman, Academic Faculty of
Special Services
College of Education
The Ohio State University
Columbus, OH 43210

Dr. Donald A. Casella
Associate Dean
Birmingham Southern College
Birmingham, AL 35204

Dr. Robert Ristau
Professor and Head,
Department of Administrative
Services and Business education
Eastern Michigan University
Yisilanti, MI 48197

Speakers

Dr. Jeffery Kleinberg
Assistant Dean tf Student Services
and Co-Oirector, Post-Secondary Career
Education Project
LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, NY 11101

Dr. Irwin Feifer
Director of Career.Education and
Co-Director, Post-Secondary Career
Education Project
LaGuardia Community College
Long Island City, NY 11101

Dr. Charles W. Ryan
Professor and Director, University Based
Career Education l'roject
College of Education
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04473_



lab APPENDIX 8

Comprehensive Career Education Project

University Based Seminar Training

luagested

It is suggested that the following format be used as you prepare
an instructional unit for publication in the.Teaching_Strategy Handbook.
Our experience over the past three years has indicated that the
following unit outline communicates to both the learner and instructor
what is intended. Also, production of high quality curriculum material
at minimum cost within minimal time constraints is enhanced through use
of common procedures during unit refinement/development.

Unit Format

Introduction - Discuss the purpose of the instructional unit and
provide a brief overview.

Unit Coal(s) - A global statement of direction, intent or long range
aim.

Unit Objective(s) A statement of instruction that is intended to
produce observable or measurable student performance. One of the
three conditions of a performance objective should be met:

What the learner must do.

Under what conditions and with what materials must it be done.
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3. Standard of performance to be met - how will the teacher and
student know that a specific standard or level of accomplishment
has been attained.

Each unit goal should have at least one performance objective.
Performance objectives must be stated so that their accomplishment
enables the student to reach the stated intent.

Ltlarnin Activities - Specific clnnsroom, community or campus based
activities that facilitate attainment of the objectives. The content
should be in topic form and generally describe the concepts, skills,
understandingc,and affective learnings that Will be provided the learner.
It is suggested that at least one learning activity be outlined for each
performance objective.

Resources - Curriculum materials, lists, games, tests, resource people,
field experiences, work-study stations, etc. To assist the learner in
meeting unit objectives.



Evaluation - Specific techniques or procedures to assess learner
achievement and/or program effectiveness.

T me Constrain Recommended time frame for presenting the unit.

Prepared by C.W. Ryan 11/2/76
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GUIDELINES
FOR

CAREER EDUCATION SELF STUDY GROUP

As a prelude to implementing the career education concept in higher education
institutions it is imperative that faculty input be sought. It is our intent to
have you respond in'what ever way is appropriate to the following question, "We
would like you to help your students with their career development. You are the
expert, please tell us how it should be done?" Please use the following guidelines:

1. Read the monograph Applica-tons of the Cone Career Education in
HLRer Educatitic
Instruct yourself to the level you consider necessary to Understand
the career education concept. This task is to beIdetermined by you
and there are no pre-established requirements.

Maintain a kji of activities that you participate in between December
1, 1977 and May 1, 1973. For example: read a book, consult a colleagu..;
read a journal article, etc. (See attached sheet). Please number the
activities sequentially.

4. Provide evidence that you field tested a career education concept in
one of your classes. A reaction statement will be sufficient and this
statement should include but is not limited to the following:

a. description of the career aevelopment activity

length of time spent on each activit

your reaction

d. student reaction

e. other evaluation techniques (optional)

In addition to the above, each member of the group will be asked to:

5. Complete two test instruments in April, 1978 (a total of 45
minutes).

Participate in a structured interview with a representative of
the Social Science Research Institute in April, 1978.

Attend a one day career education seminar on campus in,April or
early May, 1978 (about six hours)

Developed by Charles W. Ryan and
John M. Sutton, Jr.

November 15, 1977



Unt ersity of nstillo

James E. Hart:, Ed.fl.

Associate Protessor
325 Shibles Hall
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04473
581-7796

Constance Perry, Ed.D.
150 Shibles Dail
University of Maine
Orono, ME 04473
581-7464

Docin Schowcher, !11.1.
Director, rpward Bound
Talent Search

Flagstaff Road
Universit,
Orono, ME 04A73
581-2536

f

APPENDIX D 51

CAREER EDUCATION' WR Nc TEAM

cation

Frank. T. Vitro, Ph.D.

Associate Proi:ossor Ekiuc a (i an
114 Shiblk.ls hijlj
University of ;;aino
Orono, NE 04673
581-7461

Lenore Worcester, "'I.!).

Assistant Professor ot Education
30c Shibles Hall
:.Iniversity of maine
Orono, ME 04473
581-7928

John W. But-.0t1, Jr., Ed.D.

Associate Protssor of Education
206 Shibles Hall
:University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04473
581-7020

Rwlson coiloge

Diana B. Beaudoin
Assistant Professor
Business Teacher Education
litn;son Co1lcge

Bangor, ME 04401
945-5641

David O'Gorman, Ph.D.
AssociAte Professor
Business Administration
Hosson ColIstge
nngor, NE 04401
945-5641

Charles M. Sullivan Ph.D.
Professor
Business Administration
Unsson Collugk,
Bangor, ME 04401
945-5641



APPENDIX E

GUIDELINES

THE CAREER EDUCATION MUTING TEAM

in preparing the career education instructional units, each writer should

be cognizant of the revised definition of career education issued by the

Office of Ceer Education on November 6, 1977. Also, the staff has agreed

that incusine oe the Collowing elements w uld be appropriate:

Leading to

Self Awareness... ******** ....Self Identity

Career Awareness.. ...... ....... Career Identity

Economic Awareness.............. . .......... Economic Understanding

Decision Making Career Decisions

Beginning Competency. ...... ....... Employability Skills

As you prepare units related to the discipline of major concern to you we

suggest the following:

1. Don , write all 4.units in the area of self awareness or career

awa r ness. The editors feel that sufficient self awareness

i fused units have been generated and suggest you focus on the

other eLtments.

2. Develop at least one unit that could be integrated within the

twher preparation prograii, i.e. science, English, history,

mA4ematics special education, secretarial science, etc.

3. Develop at least one unit that is oriented to helping students

in your classes with career awareness, decision making or economic

awareness. Illustrate how you bridged the career education element

and the subject matter. For example, if you are dealing with the

teaching of history (the Civil War), how will you tie this specific

content to career awareness or decision making.

All units must illustrate the bridge between u career education

ciemcnt find the content of your enit.
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To: Business Industry Advisory Panel Members

From: Charles V. Ryan, Project Director

Subject: Role and responsibilities as advisory committee members

101 shawl', 11,111
Orono, Nitinv 0 .1 17:3

207:581-2 I

We are extremely plessed that you have agreed to serve on the
University Based Career Education Advisory Committee during the 1977-78
academic year. In our opinion, your contributions are most important
to the success of this project and our overall goals of improving career
education activities at the post secondary level. To help you
understand your role, we would like to suggest the following activities
for the coming year:

1. Participate in one or all of the career education seminars
that are scheduled and give your reactions.

Review selected career educational instructional units
and complete an evaluation form giving your reactions.

Participate as a panel member on November 11, 1977 4nd react
to the topic as stated.

4. Participate in evaluation activities conducted by Social
Science Research Institute. For example, permit them to
interview you regarding your perceptions of the project.

The above activities will provide you with the opportunity to be an
active participant in the projeet and at the same time render us assistance
in improving our overall goals in working with university faculty. Other
areas of suggested involvement may arise an this project progresses and we
welcome ideas in addition to the above.

CWR/rn

Sincerely yours

! (-;

Charles W. Ryan, Ph.D.
Project Director

10 1,1,1-.)40iI`? -t tHr: srikIt M A I



APPENDIX G

FACULTY ATTITUDE SURVEY

Th. instrument is designed to receive fac ul ty input about
career development. lorty ,t.atew.ents concerning career development
aro given below. Each statement was rated accordin9 to the follow-
ing scale. Directly under each statement the mean score for each
group is niven, Signifi(ant differences are indicated where
applicable.

High'v education must deal with the career concerns of students.

F

Control

4.61* 3.83 4.17

I was significantly different than E2 Pe .05

The term career is synonymous with the term job.

-2 Control

2.61 2.55 1.83

3. In order to offer realistic exposure to work roles, career
development programs should include both positive and negative
elev!ents of the world of work.

Co trol

4 4.28

Career development programs are of greater value when they deal
with transferable talents and ab Ii ties, rather than specific
job roles.

[2 Control

3.72 4.22

Career development proq ra ils interfere with academic freedom.

L
2 Control

1.33* 2.17 1.89

r1

*LI was igni icantly different than E2 and control P" .

n. J. E.

a Uni ersi
1976.

ree, H. R. Comprehensive Career Educatipn in
Evaluation. Oniv.rsity of Alabama, Tustoloosa

Ct)

54



If all students want is a career, they should go to a technical
school.

£2

1.50

Conirol

1.72

Career development programs will turn colleges into vocational
,;chools.

L2 Control

.44 2.00 1.78

Career development p ograms are more useful when they provide
expoe,ure to a wide variety of work roles rather than any single
work role.

Ei Control

4.33 3 94 11.39*

Co)trol was significantly different than
E
2 P < .05

In higher education, as much emphasis should be placed on applied
experience a on the academic skills.

E2

3 "

Control

3.05

10. Career developP.tent programs can enrich the quality of students'
eduLatien.

2 Control

4.50 4 0 4.11

If students aro talented and industrious enough they should not
need t.areer devlopmont pro9ramc.

Ei £2 Control

2.00 2.44 2.17

12. Iliqher education doec not need to interject career implications
into its courses Ono, thi') i the job of the career placement
service.

Control

1.81 1.83

2
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13. :lasses in the more traditional subjects should be isolated from
the world of work.

Controls

2.05 1 72

14. To fully educate students, applied experiences should be re-
quired.

El Cottrol

4.00 3.55 2.61

15. Higher educ t on should aim at helping bring the classroom and
the community closer.

E
1 '2 Control

4.22 3.77 4.00

16. Colleoe instructors should make explicit to students whatever
career implications exist in their courses.

F, E2 Control

4 3.55 3.67'

*El was significantly different from E2 and control P< .05

17. Community resource people should be utilized in presenting career
information te cl

.1

4.39 3.78

Control

3.38

* 1 was significantly different from E') and Control P.005

18. Career development programs can provide a new insight into academic
life.

ci

4.28* 3.61

Control

3.78

was significanitly different from
E
2 and Control P.05

lg. Students should have more direct experience with uthe world of work"

through internship; in the community,

E
1 E2 Control

4.05 3.50 3.55



20. Every student should have some career development experiences
while at\a universIty or college.

1 E2 Control

3..17 3.30

was significantly different from E2 and Control P<.05

An information cart Mould he sent around to various,huildings,
providing accurate and current information on careers.

Control

2.83 2.61 2.78

22. Career development programs should stress the satisfaction and
meaning of work.

2 . Career development
creasing productivi
tow,Ird whJit unds.

Control

4.05

rograms should stress the importance of in-
y without asking what is being produced and

E2 Control

1.89 1.611

Wati signi ficantl y different from E2 P.05

. 'eer development programs are not directed tow rd upward mobi ity;
instead they are aimed at reducing expectations and limiting
aspiration,

Control

1.72 1.78 1.94

Career development programs ignore mounting evidence that particular
jobs in advanced capitalistic economies lack the moral qualities
dttrihuted to work !;enerally; in fact most working is boring.

El

61

E2 Control

11 2.28

4



26. Career development programs seek to make people satisfied
with their roles in a society that distributes social pods
inequitably.

-1 Control

1.67 2.00 2.22

The rapidly changing job market and gcneral economic in-
,Itability will increase the pressures on post-secondary edu-
cation to adapt more flexible curricula.

1
E.)

Control

4.11 3.44 3.72

The right combination of specialized and liberal studies will
furnish nraduates with survival skills.

C. 1 E2 Control

.17* 3.39 3.78

*'1 was significantly different from 2 11/4.05

Occ ) tional illiplications of class content provide a means of
1
len ;g 'elevance to academic learning.

E2 Control

4.00

30. Caroer development programs are a systematic attempt to in-
crease tho careor options available to individuals.

El Control

50 3.44 3.94

1 was significantly different from E2 and Control 13,-0006

11. The advising programs on campus should be strengthened and related
to career counseling, planning, and placement.

E
1 2 Control

4.28 3.61 3.83
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32. Career counseling and planning should become an integral part
of a new student's orientation program.

El E2 Control

4.39* 3.72 4.06

I was significan ly different from

33. Higher education ,hould become more alert to the changing
realities of tho job market so that there is not an oversupply
in one area and an undersupply in another.

Ei E, Control

3.67 2.94 3.50

34. If the goals of career development programs are achieved, the
quality of liberal arts education will suffer.

E2

1.56* 2.33

El was significantly different from

Control

2.11

P<.05

ective caroor dovelopment programs at the higher education
level need to hell. students make wise career decisions.

Control

'2 wa.', significantly different than El and Control f3/4.05

Career development programs will turn out university students
WhO are cowilacent and accepting of the economic system.

Control

1.72 2.05 1.78

37. Thu development of career awareness and career exploration should
bugin in elementary school and continue through secondary and
higher education.

E
2-1 Control

3,78 3.61 3.89
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38. There is no need for a comprehensive career development program;
all that is needed is a more effective utilization of the already

exkting coumeIing and placement center.

ci E
2 Control

2.44 2.23

Career devMopment. programs iTlore the fact that the employment

level depondent on the overall health of the economy and not
a mkmatch betwer.n job requirements and worker skills.

1
E

2 Control

1.94 2.50 2.50

40. Career educators do not define career development precisely,

so little is known about specific programs and goals.

E
1 Control

2.67.00 2.83
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WHAIION OF UNIVOSITY-BASED CikECR
EDULATION PkOJECT

SOCIAA ,C 'NCE RESFARCH INSTITUTE
Stody Nomher fi051

Sprihy 1978

Grol. A fdculty Pdftic.ipdr.t in
- f(tiiness Pasqicipant: in

C SeI; studY 9cot!'''

A )oihtinent:

Tire:

Date:

ce:

Interviewer:

=== ==.1== =====..1a a.= =

Yaws = =area AP.
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11$

MCKGROUNO
((roup: A 8 C)

CARO

STUDY # . 4 (1.'4) JL. o

RFSP

CARD 4 (Y) _
TIME ST -ZTED

(8-11),___

DAIt. 4 4 4 (I TY)._

(CP.W4' STARi 1T Q 6)

like t.) a fE-, qu...,Ai,w,; about your
uo'kqrowld.

Pafie I

AC L GIN trNplj yrs of tecit inperince dr,)
you hav.?? N,J11F3LR OF YLAR)

AC
, y(A:r tThinj tl,:en in

post-semory ed1.1(.;ltion?
41p-

.w....7.444644

3. hc14 ;;irtj yi,a rs wore not
p:st. :xond;:ry?

z:!i)!P!R YEARS).

YES

NO
4 4

an-

20-1 (GO TO A-4)
-5 (ASK A-3)

(?1-2.2)

Art, yo% a ful1-.,wc teat.her, a fui1-time
ado!Ari-Jr,tur, boi.11 1eacher and

1

NIA TINE
FtL rImF AINISTRATOR

.

TEACHCR AND AMINISrk.ATOR,

In 1.wrcon!ov.::, how is your
1

timtt d viced b!Aween tx,achl 9 I
and zaJilinisiration?

% TIM TLACH1NG. .

% TIME ADMINISTRATION.

(24-25)

(26-27)

(GO TO VI

CASK Q 5)

a. a



ABC

At,

All

(Gi.oti: A 5 C)

Eq?rcre !.crik., did you
have ;Iily e4ig.:ritsnzc. or trz.iinin;4 in

career e Icatien:

*42,4.4.4,44.44. YES

NO-

Are you betwecf th t. aoes oF.
(CfPUE Ti:E COW' TO TW:

*flaRY 1;) wliicr RESPONDENT
AVA4LPS

vto- Q 29)

4 4 5 4

20 2g. .

30 and 39, .

40 and 4'
50 arid SQ.

60 or ove...

A% yo krot. ;./E.,trc, ihto-ested in your
evalui of the Univprsity-based
career edoLJtion orect seminar series.
Here it.) ri iIst cA seminar topic,;
(ithN0 (AR) 1) Could you tell me the
nuolberl, of the which were
most us t'uI to you.?. * .

10, WIal. "wost " pr,t-enOtior
esocTialiy i,f(f2ctivr?

44.444444.4444 444* -.a. 44,4414

:

*

*

Paw

CA':.;) I

28-1 (ASK 0 7)
-5 (GO TO Q 8)

30)

(32) (most useful)

(33) (2nd moY,t u%

(.34-35)

(913)

4.44,44 4k. 44.4.44.4

a.g.*



-e551-

(Group: A B

Mt It. Which 2 Ins wo-e the 1.east

usefor:. . . . .

Ai', 12. In you: 1/. wat madr.!
"Icdst
inc:ftivo?

At; 1.)41i4", t.:,picr, if any, should'be

Ar,e topic
ti,;(%1 S;CJAU !;"

:is whcile -we I 1 F, u tefi
for pst,2-o,Aziry e,*1u:ators?

4

CARI;

(3e,;) (ledst L11)

(I1A)

(37) (2nd least us.

(118)

. (40-41)

4 (4?-43)

.w..,. . . . . . 4

r.oK. , . .. . 4

Ye'

I. 1-!("o cd this iw.-.)rovt:d! 1

AD 17. Did the ses.ions meet. your needs?

18. Wn.t neods
hest riwt?

(co th Q

A

YES .

OK.

A

a 4

a

A it

iL Wh61: needs woren't met?

A ...AAA, AAA* A A AA AA A., A A VAAA AAA AA AA AAA

sai. AA Al. A A AA AAAAAA A AAAA 4.A. A AAA AAA A

AA AA 41411.14AA AAAAA

k

. 44-1

-8

. (45-46)

47-1 (ASK Q 18)
-5 (GO TO Q 19)
.8 (G0 10 Q 20)

(4(3 -49)

(5)-51)

IAA.% A. Aix,.



Ai;

(Group: A 8 C)

yo.v 3tte tov,aed your
tc.0e Lh-Jnqe as a

rostilt. st\sions?

Z1. ivm?

Paco 4

Who or wh.t the
yre6test

AB 'el Did you iaio nxr,tia1
frt.:0 '-c-) et:%

/kb 25, Did plu qt hy behaviorol skills
as a rest of tho workshops?

S

6. What Ii 11 s, nd from whom?

Skills Person
...Oa. ....a...a

* S * *

44aa, a* ',La.. ,,..seme a. +wow..*4 s sa.A.a.m.a ,Z.= tam.

0/01,7.0.

-1

(GO To

(58-

Q2

64-1 (ASK Q 26)
-5
_81- (GO TO Q 27)

(65-66)

(67-63)

(69-70)
',Yea. . arams.



iftmme... m.

AB 27. Did the seminar series
unexpected problem; or

-8051-
(Groupt A B C)

mom.

STUDY #

RESP I.

CARD P. 4

generate any
"help" for you?

4YES,YES,

YES,
NO.

OK.

CARO 2

(5-6)

(7) 2

... .401.1

problems . 8 -1
help . . . -2
both . . . . -3

. 6 * 0 4 .
_5

. . . .8

28. What were these problems or help?

ABC 29. As a result of the (sew
study process) are you
any siviificant issues
at6are of before?

Anars, self
now aware of
you weren't

...mo...... ,4411.,.m.4.4.644.........___.yES .

]:

30. What are they?

am a 71.

ma.M.

NO.

*Ma

(9-10)

(11-12)

(13 14)

. 15-1
* S _5

ABC 31 Would you riconne)d (the seminar series,
the self study process) as a viable means
of infusing career education in higher
education?

YES . . .

NO. . . . ... .

OK. . . .

*Mo..

Page 5

m-..

!

. 18-1

(ASK Qi 32)
.8

/

milmiwww



-8051- Page 6

(Group: A B

Vial. a 4a, A. em. SA..

ABC 32. Could you state your reasons?

* a *

ABC 33. Did the (wminar sessions, self-
study proc:ass) provide you with a
well-integrated body of knowledge?

YES . . . . . 21-1

NO, . . . . . . -5

DK. . . . . . . . 8

ABC 34. Did your attitude toward career
education become more positive, more
negative, or stay unchanged as a
result of this experience?

A*,

-POSITIVE. . . 22-1

---------- UNCHANGED . -3

NEGATIVE. .
-5

OK, .
-8

-co-o-uTd 1jT1a f

GPber-CE TO-0--0)

AB 35. Do you feel the sessions should be

continued for others?

36. Why not?

A.*

(23-24)

11,

YES 25-1 (GO TO 37)

NO. -5 (ASK Q 36Y

OK. . .

i ....lg.. 04.

10,( I'

it t

-8 (GO TO 37):

..11....=.

(26-27)
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-8051-

(Group: A B C)

A8 31. Do you feel there was too much
"overlap" between sessions?

Page 7

YES .

NO, .

DK. . * v.

A8 38. What overall "wade" would you
give the sessions, excellent, clood,
fair, poor, or very poor?

(GROUP 8: GO TO Q 44)

28-1
.5
.8

EXCELLENT . . . 29-1
GOOD. . 4 * A * .2

WA. . . . . -3
POOR, . . -4
VERY POOR . . -5

A 39. In the future should students,
only gr%dtiat nd undergrads, be

tt) th snNions 3sAnteractors?

fES, UN;tERfinDS. . 30-1
YES, GRADS . , , . .2

YES, EOM . . . .
-3

NO ...
DK . .

A 4(1. Did you feel that the role of ,articioants
only from the t,usiness and iildutAry comunity

was clt.!.ar?

-s
-a

16

YES . 6 * 31-1
NO s. ... . _

DK. .

.

.. . 4 .8

A 41. How would you rate the level of involvemt
only among the business and industry )articipants

would you say it was greater than, less than,
Or about the same as the level of involvement
among faculty participants?

WATER . . 32-
LESS. . . . .

ABOUT SAME. . . _3

DK. . .' * .8

44.

64



-8051- Page 8
(Group: A B C)

CONSULTANTS
CARD 2aa a aa aNalbaaaaa *a*

A 42.- And how about the contribution they
only made to the sescions in general--

greater than, less than, or about the
same as faculty participants?

GREATER . 33-1
LESS. 2
ABOUT SAME. . . -3
DK. . -8

A 43. In the future, should representatives of
only the business and labor community be

included in the semlnar series as
participants, as speakers, as both
participants and speakers, or should
they not be included?

PARTICIPANTS. . . 34-1
SPEAKERS. . . . -2
BOTH. 6 . -3
NEITHER . . . . 4

DK. , *

Yeaaaala.

AB 44. Do you think it would be worthwhile to
have the consultants here for a longer
time, perhaps having two sessions with
each?

YES . 35-1

AB 45. Would the participants beneiit from mole
interaction or discussion with each
consultant?

YES .

NO.

4 0 *

4 4 6

aaaaaaa.

36-1.
-5



-8051- Page 9
(Group: A B C)

AB 46. Were the consultants sufficiently aware
of or sensitive to local situations or
problems?

YES , .

NO. 4 . .

AB 47. Was the balance between theory acd
practical knowledge about right or
was there too much emphasis on one
or the other?

TOO MUCH THEORY .

ABOUT RIGHT
TOO MUCH PRACTICAL. .

DK. . . .

'AB 48. Was it beneficial to bring in
consultants or could local resource
people have been used more-extensively?

CONSULTANTt.
LOCAL PEOPLE .

BOTV 6

DK .

AB 49. Did the presentors generally as3ume
you already had more knowledge, less
knowledge, or about as much knowledge
as you really had?

MORE. .

AS MUCH .

LESS. .

DK. .

AB 50. Would it have been beneficicI if more
time were spent on exercises and less
time on formal presentations?

YES s * *

OK

(GROUP B GO TO 60)

*

CARO 2

37-1
-5

38 I
2

-3
-8

44.6140.



-8051-
(Group: A 13 C )

SEMINAR MATERIALS
CARD 2

A 51. Did you read the seminar notebook
only materials which you received at the

beginning of the series?

2. About what percentage
of the material did
you read?. . ..

(GO TO Q54, 'INSTRUCTIONS).

53. Why not?

Page 10

YES
. 42-1 (ASK Q 52)

NO. . , -5 (GO 70 Q53)

a a t a a

A Here are some statements (HAND R CARO 2)only about the seminar materials. Would you
say you strongly acree, agree, disagree,
or strongly disagree with each?
(REAL EACH STATEMENT)

A

only
The matc;rials seem difficult to use.

(43-44)

. (45-46)

STRONGLY AGREE. , . . . 47-1
AGREE ...... 4.2

UNDECIDED/DK . ,3
DISAGREE. . ..... -4
STRONGLY DISAGREE A

A 55 I will probably tie at leest
only part of the material

STRONGLY AGREE. . . 48-1
AGREE . 4 -2
UNDECIDED/DK. . .

DISAGREE. . -4
STRONGLY 0ISAGREE -6

111111,111.1.

naaraamaasa.s.44...1444404,70

4
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-8051-
(Group: A 8 C)

CARD 2

Page 11

A 56. The materials were not well
only coordinated with the seminar

series.

STRONGLY A6REE. .

AGREE .

'I

UNDECIDED/U. . . . . . .

DISAGREE. ..... . * 4

STRONGLY DISAGREE . . .

A 57. The materials were an
only important part of the

semindr instruction.

49-1
-2

-3

-4
-5

STRONGLY AGREE. . . * * * 50-1
AGREE . . . . , 4 * e * 4 4 -2
UNDECIDED/OK. . . . 0 4 4..,)

04

DISAGREE. . . . . . . . . -4
STRONGLY DISAGREE V * 4 4 5

A 58, The consultants also handed out
only materiais. Did these generally

contribute to the presentor's
effectiveness?

YES . . . 4 4 4 . 51-1
NO. . . . . . . -5
DK. . . . , . . -8

59. Will the consultants hand out
only materidls be helpful to you for

future reference?

YES .

NO. . *
OK. a

(GROUP A GO TO Q 80)

52-1

_8



E-1 WORKSHOP

-8051-
Page 12(Group: A 8 C)

CARO 2

60. Were the seminar materials
only helpful in any way?

61. Would other materials have
only been more helpful?

YES . . . . . . 53-1
* 5

DK. . . 6 6 * ...8

NO.

DK. .

62. What?

(GROUP 8 GO TO ( 80)

C 63. Oid the 1 day workshop meet
only your needs?

64. What needs were 1
best met?

....4

[-

65. What needs weren't met?

YCS . ****
-NO. .

DK. . *

.4.4.4

54-1 (ASK Q 62)
- 5
_8 (GO TO Q

(55-56) 4

57-1 (ASK Q 64)
-5 (GO'TO Q 65)
-8 (GO TO Q 66)

(58-59)

(60-61)

4.1444.4
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-8051- Page 13
(Group: A 8 C)

C 66. Several methods were used to present
only information at the workshop. Would you

rate each of the following as very
effective, somewhat effective, or not
effective?

Formal presenta ion

C 67. Group discussion
only

C 68. -Handout material
only

CA

VERY EFFECTIVE 62-1
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE -3
NOT EFFECTIVE. . _5

...
VERY EFFECTIVE . . . 63-1
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE .3
NOT EFFECTIVE. . -5

a

VERY EFFECTIVE . . 64-1
SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE .3
NOT EFFECTIVE.

. -5

C 69. Videotape presentation
only

VERY EFFECTIVE . .

SOMEWHAT EFFECTIVE .

NOT EFFECTIVE.

STUDY #. 4

RESP # . .

CARD # . 4

,e 70, Should other topics have been
only covered by the workshop?

YES . . 4 . 8 I

-8

(ASK Q 71)

DK. . . . a
-5 ]-(GO TO Q 72)

NO. . . . .

11*...-.1

65-1
-3
_5

8 0 5* (1-4)

A (7)

71. What other topics? *

(9-10)
Ail.www



-8051- Page 14
(Group: A B t)

C 72. Was the format of a single, day-long
only workshop convenient fur you, or would

2 or 3 shorter workshops have been
more convenient?

DAY-LONG CONVENIENT .

2 or 3 SHORT CONVENIENT
DK. .... ..

C 73. Would a series of seminars b-
only useful to foIlow-up or expand

on the self-study process?

YES
HO. .

DK..

C 74. Did you rea:: the monograph on
only Career Education "Application

of the concept of Career Education
to Higher Education"?

YES

4 4

CARD 3

4444 44444444-4

15-1 (ASK Q 75)
NO. _5

DK (GO TO 0 77)
DON'T REMEMBER.

75. WAS 1, worthwhile?

76. Did it give you enoi; h background
to lo)ically proceed in the self-
study process?

,

+4 4 4

4

4444444.44.

17-1
.

4447444444

(ASK Q 76)



SEMINAR FORMAT

-8051-
(Group: A 8 C)

C 77. Were material!i and resourcesonly readily available in the
library or from colleagues?

Pagel

CARD 3

YES . . . . . 18-1
NO. . . . i . V ..5

OK. . . . . . . .8

C 78. Was the one-page handout
only "Guidelines for Career Education

Self Study Group" a sufficient
description of what was expected
of you?

'9110.

79. What more was needed?

(GROUP C GO TO Q 104)

.
*

4 4

1

4.444.4.*

A8 80. Was the number of sessions too many,
too few, or about right?

19-1 (GO TO 0 104)
-5 (ASK Q 79)
-8 (GO TO 0 104)

100 MANY
.T00 FEW, . . I
ABOUT RIGHT. . .

81. How many more/less would
you suggest

(20-21)

22-1
-2
-3

4444.44,4 44.4.4

(23-24)

4.4

44444.44444 .44440644444
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(Group: A 8 C)

CARO 34M/A.

1=.44

A8 82. Were the sessions too long,
too short, or about right?

TOO LONG . . 4 4 * . 25-1
TOO SHORT. . . . . ..2

ABOUT RIGHT. . . . -3

83. How much longer/shorter
would you suggest?

W.*
A8 84. How about ,he t;me interval between

sessions? Too long, too short, or
about r;ght?

111.

ITOO LONG . . 4

UO0 SHORT. .

ABOUT RIGHT. .

85. How much longer/shorter
would you suggest?

*-
AB 86. Would a second series of seminars

be useful to follow-up or expand
upon the first series for the same
participants?

YES .

NO. .

(GROUP 8 GO TO Q 88)

* 4 *

4 *

A 87. Would it be beneficial to start earlier
only in the fall and finish by the end of the

first semester, so that the second
semester could be used for infusion of
the career education units?

(26-27)

28-1
-2
-3

(29-30)

YES
NO. :SY. -5
Ol- .

4,..

.4.411444.4.
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(Group: A B C)

AB 88 Were the facilities for the seminar
series adequate?

1._89. What was not adequate?

66.a,

1

.6

YES , 6 6 4

NO. A 4 . *

DK,

AB 90. Was the luncheon following
each session beneficial?

44.

YES .

NO. .....
OK. .

AB (HAND R CARD 3)
Here are some possible formats for workshops
or seminar sessions. Would you recommend that
each cf thesc be used more, used lets, or about
as they were?

91. Reading, . . . ... . ....

CAlt0 3

Page 17

*444-4

. 1 (GO TO Q 90)
-5 (ASK 0 39)
-8 (GO TO Q 90)

35)

. 36-1

-8

(I; i-ERVIEWER

CIRCLE ANNER)
Ne

use fri- about
more EigY

(37) 1 0 3 9

92. Lecture presentations (38) 1 0 3 9

93. Discussion with lecturers, 4.. . (39) 6 3 9

94. Panel presentation & interaction with panel 1 (40) 1 0 3 9

95. Role playing and discussion. . . . . .. (41) 1 0 3 9 4
,

96. Combination of small group & large group
discussion. . 044404..4444 0 (42) 1 0 3 9

97. Practical exercises during sessions. . . . . (43) 1 0 3 9

98. Development of career education units. . . . (44) 1 0 3 9

99. Discucsion of units developed by participants (45) 1 0 3 9

100. Demonstrations . . . . . (46) 1 0 3 9

101. Field visits . . . . . . ,.. . . 4 . V V 4 (47) 1 0 3 9

102. Use of audio-visuaI materials. ..... . . (48) 1 0 3 9

103 Case study approach. . . . a r r * ... (49) 1 0 3 9
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(Group: A B C)

CARD 3

Page 18

t. 104. Why did you decide to become involved
in the Career Education project?

tiC 105. Did the infocmation you received ahead
of time accurately dcscribe the program?

YES .

NO. .

DK, .

106. How was it inaccurate?

A. 0

.

.0C Now I'm going to read a list of factors
which may or may not have entered into
your decision to participate. Using this z-

scale (NAND R CARD 4) please tell me the KJ
1,

"k.

number which best describes the importance
of each factor, (I J 0... 41.

5 -1 (GO TO Q107, INSTR.)
-5 (ASK Q 106)

-8 (GO TO Q1077 INSTR.

(53-54)

OC 107. Interest in the topic . . *

%BC 108. Professional growth

%BC 109. Need for information. . . . i 4. . ...
15 110. Administrative pressure . . . . . . . .

. 111. Publication of participants units . * A A .
3nly

AC 112. The st4pend . ... . . . . . . . . . .

ABC 113. What other factors, if any, entered into
your decision to participate?

(OPOUP 0 GO TO Q 116)

(55) 1 2 3 4 5

(56) 1 2 3 4 5

(57) 1 2 3 4 6

(50 1 2 3 4 5

(59) 1 2 3 4 5

(60) 1 2 3 4 5

-6 .
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(GROUP 4 8 C)

CARO
AC 114. Considering the requirements for the

stipend, was theomount too little,
too much, or about right?

100 LITTLE .

TOO MUCH .

ABOUT RIGHT.
DK .

AC 115. Would you have participated if
there had been no stipend?

A

A a

* A a,

YES . .

NO. . .

DK.

AB 116. How many sessions did you attend? .

(GROUP A GO TO Q 118 It1TRUCTIONS)

(GO' P C GO TO Q 127)

Page 19

64-1

-8

(65)
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(Group: A 13 C)

4-4..
Some people might regard these seminars as
a place for educators only; others woulJ not,
(HAND k CARO 4)

Here are some feelings you may have personally
experienced about the seminars. Would you say
yOu strongly agree, agree, disagree, or strongly
disagree with each statement?

117. My firm did not see the series as a good
ily use of time ..... . . . . 4 * a a a

;, 118. I did not see the series as a good use
of time . . . . . . . 4 ..... 4 4 *

. 119, The series was not applicable to my 'ob . .

,

120. At times I felt personally uncomfortable. .

121. The seminars required too muchjime . . . .

122. Our group (the business-industry group)
didn't have any opportunities for
meaningful input....... . .

123. I didn't have anything to offer the group

(GROUP 8 GO TO Q 152)

124. I had administrative duties which took up
my time on Friday mornings

STUDY # . . . .

RESP N. . . . .

CARD P. .

125. Did you find it difficult to prepare
y a career education related unit?

YES
NO .

.711...

CARD 3, 4

Page 20

.\5 41 .,..*\

v.i
Ac-

..e..t1
*4 1)

(65) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(66) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(67) I 2 3 4 5 0

(68) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(69) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(70) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(71) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(72) 1 2 3 4 5 0

(1-4)

(5-6)

(7)

8-1
-5

8

4

0 5 1
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UNIT DEVELOPMENT

-8051-
(Group: A 8 C)

CARD 4

e.49e 21

A 126. How valuable an exercise was writ ng
only the unit? Was it very useful,

somewhat useful, or not useful?

VERY USEFUL. . . . . 94
SOMEWHAT USEFUL. . 3
NOT USEFUL . . . . .

-5

DK, . . . , . . .

A 127. How well did the seminar materials
only and sessions prepare you for writing

the unit; very well, well, poorly, or
very poorly?

VERY WELL. A . 104
WELL ,

POORLY . 4 *

VERY POORLY. . -4
DK :

A 128. Were the comments you received
only about your unit constructive?

A 129. Have you used the unit you
only developed in your courses?

only

YES . . . . . . 11-1

DK. . . . . A . . ,8

Have you field tested a career
education concept in one of your
courses?

YES . . . . . . , 124 (GO TO Q 129)
-NO. . . . . . . . -5 (ASK Q )30)

4,

NO.

.1. .

AC 130. Do you plan to?

YES

AC 131. Did you consider this very
successful, somewhat successful
or unsuccessful?

* * 13-11,4
tGO TO 0137)

VERY SUCCESSFUL. . . I 14-1
SOMFWAT SUCCESSFUL. 1. 4
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(Group: A 8 C)

'PAC 132. Did you encounter any problems
in doing this?

133. What were they?

CARO 4

YES 15-1 (ASK Q 133)
NO. . 4 -5 (GO TO Q 134)

AC 134. Did your students or colleagues
evaluate your use of career education?

YES .

NO. .

* (16 '.11)

...

A 137, Have you written any
only additional units?

Have you integrated any additional
only career education concepts in your

courses?

YES .

NO. .

18-1 (ASK Q 135)
-5 (GO TO Q 137)

. (19-2o)

(21-22)
4*..44.1444 44.1*41=4

23-1 (GO TO q 139)
-5 (ASK Q 138)

. . . 24-1
. 4 4 4 4 5.5

4 4 . .8

,1441.4

(ASK Q 1.39)



-80
(GROUP: A 8 C )

AC 139. Have you infused career education
concepts in your student advising
role?

L

140, What were they?

_

Page 23

CARD 4

YES , . . 25-1 (ASK Q 140)
NO. . 4 A A A A (GO 10 Q 141)

AC 141. Have you discused career
education with'your colleagus?

YES .

NO, . .

AAA

AC 142. Do you fet1 that career education
is valuable enough to pursue on
your own Jfter the completion of
the (seminar series, self-study
program)?

(26-27)

28-1

YES 29-1 (ASK Q 143)
.

.DK . . .
-15 (Go Q 144)
-8

NO.

143. How do you intend to
accomplish this?

444.4.4.4A440

(30

AC 144. On a scale of 1 to 10 (one being the
lowest) what priority would you give
career education as a factor that needs
to be addressed in terms of faculty
development?. . . .. ..

1)

(32-33)

.=8,

eW
ATA4T44.. Ar-A.
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(Group: A B C)

CARO 4

Page 24

A 045. Have you read literature related to
only career education as a result of the

sessions?

146. What hav you read?

(FIRST)

147. Was that helpful ,o you?

1484 (SECOND)

149. Was that helpful to you?

YES .

NO. .

YES .

NO .

* 4 4 *

6 4 6

34-1 (ASX Q 146)
-5 (GO TO Q ISO)

(35-36)

37-1
-5

. (38-39)

YES
NO. .

40-1
-5

AC 150. Now often will you have'ooportunities
to apply what you learned about career
education, frequently, occasionally,
rarely, or never?

FREQUENTLY. . 41-1
OCCASIONALLY. . -2
RARELY -3
NEVER . . * -4
OK. . _8

AC 151. What ideas, materials, or skills,
if any, do you use now as a result
of the career education project?

ABC 152.

6 4 *

In your opinion, should career edutation
have an exvided role in higher education?

YES . .

NO. . .

DK

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE.

(42-43)

. (44-45)

46-1
-5
.8

111.... 16..11

116.01Mw 0

61Mii 6.0amarn
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-Precoded Data-

.

CARD 4

Variable Q 13. Respondent's sex

Q154. Teraina) degree

MALE. . 47 1
FEMALE. .

BA/BS. .

MA/MS ..
CAS. .

Ph.0./Ed.D
BUSINESS GROUP
OTHER.

spec.

Q 155. Professorial rank

Q 156. College

4.4464444

. INSTRUCTOR. . . . 49-1
ASS'T . . . . . -2
ASSOC . . . . -3
PROF. . . . . -4
BUSINESS GROUP. -6
OTHER . . 6 AP

sPec.

ISA
ED
ENG. SCI.

BUSINESS GROUP.

50-1
-2
-3
-4

64.144116,4!

Q 157. Number of sessions attended (51-52)

Q 158. Group

A. Faculty Seminar Participant (El) 53-1
B. Business Seminar Participant .2
C. Faculty Self Study (E2). _3
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Preface

This document constitutes an enumeration of responses to "open-erd" type

questions which were part of the final structured interview ot participants in

the 1977-78 University-Based Career Education Project. The listing is designed

to accompany aad complement a computer print-out cf frequencies of the "closed-

end" type questions found in the interview schedule.

The responses to each question are stratified by group ( .e., faculty

seminar participants) or El; faculty self-study participants, or E and the

Business-Industry Group) and in some cases by a second category such as "generally

favorable" or "generally unfavorable."

In addition to open-ended responses, a short section of miscellaneous

comments and voluntary responses has also been included.

Where a response is followed by a number in parentheses (2) it indicates

that that response was given more than once.

Efforts have been made to assure that responses presented here are as

,close as possible to the respondent's actual words, however, in some cases

alterations have been made to the interviewer's notation for the sake of clarity.



E
I

Group:

II. Open-End Responses

What (experience or training in career education) was tht?

Economic workshop; materials that come into the department
often have information on career education.

Former guidance counselor, Jr.-Sr. High School.

Worked in a program designed to g t students summer jobs
in their academic field.

Wrote a pamphlet on the topic of career education for
elementary school children.

Coordinator for cooperative field experience.

In charge of cooperative education program.

Workip'g in field.

Business and
Industry Group: Help:ed Bangor High School faculty in the career education

program.

Attended state and national conferences in Augusta and
Houston. Read material on career education. Career
planning overlap. On cooperative education advisory
committee.

Worked with Professor Ryan on Bangor Project (sin;lar to
South Portland Project)--purpose was to orient futAty to
career education.

Group: Involved in federal manpower program, deal;ng with college
graduates who couldn't find jobs.

Taking advantage of and finding out about career education
on my own.

Did a film-strip for Charlie Ryan on career education and
did a lot of research.

Student advising.

Worked in too-year technical program wi h on the job
training. Help administer these jobs.

Studying, reading, and interviewing.

M.S. in counseling.
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Qpestion 102'What made the "most useful" presentation especially effective?

Group:

Business and
Industry Group:

Ability of speaker to relate to group, and my own personal
interest. (Quaranta)

Practical, concrete suggestions; good handouts. (Quaranta)

Novel ideas, very innovative. (Feifer/Kleinberg)

Fellow from Michigan who talked about child development
through college.

It was the most informative session. (Quaranta)

It jolted me down to earth; it was relevant, easy to
associate with. (Ristau)

People of various fields and occupations gave good ideas
and insights. (Ryan)

Speaker was good, and the topic was interesting. (Casella)

Liked the idea of total cooperative education, (Feifer/
KIeinberg)

.Limited numb,r of concepts; c ea ly presented; applicable
and practical. (Casella)

Material presented made it most effective; gave ideas how
career education might be used here in Maine. (Ristau)

Presentation got down to "nuts and bolts" of experiences;
dealt with motivation. (Feifer/Kleinberg)

Method and content of presentation was good. (Casella)

Genuine sincerity of the speaker; used example approach
and made it work. Don Casella was really best.

Speakers involved were very practical and down to earth.
(Feifer/Kleinber

Good example of putting into play group dynamics. (Quaranta)

Most material could be incorporated in deployment of
advising and classroom programs. ( Feifer Kleinberg)

Use of role and game playing to see how theories square
with reality. (Feifer/Oeinberg)

Small but well selected panel of participants and d ffering
scope of ideas. (Ryan)
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He (#6) did good jobquite a tit of experience in relating
qualifications of school to actual work world. (Quaranta)

Was present full time period of that session; had oppor-
tunity to talk with faculty peoplethey were unaware of
materials I had available. (Casella)

Program had successful leveltheir long-term experience
in developing a career education program mode it interesting.
Got support from the top down; interweaving of faculty-
students. (Feifer/Kleinberg)

General applicability of works and self-awareness. (Quaranta)

Talked with Anne Pooler of job and university responsibilities
(workshop good). (Casella)

Question 12. What made the "least useful" presentation ineffectivL,_

E
1

Group: Speaker had difficulty relating to our own situation.

Did not attend those two sessions.

Nothing plesented was practical; not readily applicable.

Session with people outside the university (Agway, Bank)
who gave their views.

Presentation involved a college community not related to
this area; it was not of interest to me.

I was already familiar with the topic; it was all repetition.

Nothing earthshaking; it was mostly common sense.

Had a great deal of trouble linking the concepts to my field.

Concept was fine but presentation lacked luster; someone
else should have done it.

Speaker was not well prepared (2).

It was a good presentation, but not applicable to what we
have here. I have very little to do with two-year students.
(Feifer/Kleinberg)

Didr't say anything; 'I) ilshit session"- lack of content.



questi9n Fon.t

4

Didn't care for individual, heswas selling a product.

Boring he really didn't say anything; no points Made.

don't have any interest or faith in what they're doing.

Wasn't applicable to his field (2).

Business and
Industry Group: Not particularly effective; I'm fa il ar with program;

repetitious.

Ristau made no impression on me; rather have heard from
Casella dealing with small school, psychologiuo
aspects; not especially effective for me.

Too deep for me.

Didn't apply to my field.

question 13 Which topics should be deleted?

Group: Introduction to career education in post-secondary institutions,
(Ryan)

Infusing career education instructional units. (Ristau) (2)

Career education ideas for two year programs. (Feifer/
Kleinberg)

A conceptual model for career education at the university
level. (Quaranta)

None should be deleted. (3)

Had difficulty-seeing them as specific topics. Number 4
was weak, perhaps needs different speaker.
(Career education in the Liberal Arts College Behring)

Two introductory sessions should be reduced to one.

In general there was too much repetition; too many vague
concepts rather than specific applications.

Ideas for two-year programs (Feifer/Kleinberg) and freshman
early experience (Ryan/Nichols)

Infusing and organizing. (Ristau and Casella)
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gm2t1on 1 contirrued,..

Business and
Industry Group: Career education in the liberal Arts College. (Behring)

Repetition in first (3) seminars; should be combined.

None should be deletedh

ppestipn j!l. Topics which should have been included.

E Group: Need an introduction which deals io terminology; need to
put theories into educator's language.

Information on job hunting, particularly federal and state
jobs; handout resources.

Resources available to various disciplines.

More time on helping the student know himself, or herself.

Should be broken into groups with similar interests, and
have speakers speak on specific topics.

Presentation on Freshmen Early Experience Program should be
generalized more, rather than directed solely to "education."

Would have liked more applicability to university setting.

More on unit development. (2)

Should be geared to science and professional prcgrams.

Session on how we should go about using career education in
our program not enough. Not specific enough.

Business and
Industry Group: None, did a fine job.

One agenda from employers to present items and problems
basic to them.

Student speakers from (a) graduated () graduate level
(c) undergraduate; what they feel about their careers,
future, etc.

Basic discussion on career development and how they change.
Seemed to be oriented to how you are going to be an engineer
or teacher and there is such a range of things that the teachers
may not be aware of; some discussion points weren't touched on.

Student involvement and participation.
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gusstion 16. How could this be improved?,

E Group: Focus wasn't as sharp as it should have been.

First part was already known to professors (repetition may
have made it seem that way).

ITiesipp_18 What needs were best met?

E Group: Gave an introduction to the topic; how to analyze problems;
how to tackle the problems.

Opened my eyes wider to career education and gave me moral
support.

Seeing things from the standpoint of the student.

Meeting some of the authorities in the field, getting to
know who they are.

Stimulated me to reassess involvement in career education.

Just general information that was needed.

Reinforcement of already held beliefs.

Ideas for things to put into courses.

Confidence that what I'm doing is right.

Became more aware of career education and how it can be
used in classroom and Iab work; helped in advising.

Opened me up to see that more can be done; reinforced things
I've done with career education.

Was looking for material to make my advising more useful to

Business and
Industry Group: Business community observed and learned problems facing

professors. (3)

Developing perception of not only my o n career, but developing
ideas to help employees develop their career.

Getting to know people from business c.nd university groups.
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Question 19. What needs were not met?

E Group: My field is already practically oriented; different needs
than those whom sessions were directed at.

Business and
Industry Group: I was supposed to be resource person to faculty, but couldn't

make the contribution I would have liked to; never consulted
faculty on production of program.

gmeestAon !.J.. How did your attitude change as a result of the sessions)?

Gro P: Strengthened my belief in career education; gave me a better
understanding of career education.

I became more aware of the way I could introduce career
education in my courses.

Changed to have more obligation to the students.

Made me more conscious of improving career education goals.

I'm more convinced we should have formal career exploration
for freshmen.

Gained confidence in what we're do ng here; more formal
"flavor" to things done before.

Felt more comfortable doing things with career education;
can draw on information from seminars.

More emphasis will be given to certain areas of courses.

Business and
Industry Group: Became more positive; always felt there should be more career

education at University of Maine at Orono.

Clear perception of my own career and its development.

More aware of students problems coming into business world;
importance of experience.
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gyptioh .44 Who or what had the greatest influence?

E1 Croup: Faculty who participated.

Business and
'Indu.siry Group:

The sessions overall.

In general.

The discussions.

Don Casella.

Ir4-,raction w th businessmen and faculty at lunch.

Jeff Kleinberg.

Anne PooIer.

Don Casella.

Question 24. IA what areas and from whom d'd you gain essential information?

E
I

Group: Need for communication between people. (Quaranta)

Resource material. (All speakers)

Career phases. (Quaranta)

Values as opposed to technical skills. (Casella) (2)

Helped generate thoughts for giving students exposure to
specific disciplines. (Feifer and KIeinberg)

College level students often have no career awareness.
(Behring)

Recognition that career education belongs in all of
university rather than just education.

Made ine aware of perceptu'al problems students have in
career education.

Methodology of disseminating career educ tion.

Self-awareness for students. (Casella)

Introduction of career education in classroom, and techniques.
(2) (Kleinberg/Feifer)

Periods of development; awareness. (Ryan) (2)
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9.9esti9p, 24_ itinued,

Doing things in classroom. (Casella)

University level. (Quaranta)

Methods of group dynamics.

Attitude evaluation of students.

Bibliographic material from handouts.

Course work should be evaluated in terms of knwledge
skills, values. (Ristau or Casella)

Advising and helping them get jobs. (Ristau and Ryan)

Business and
Industry Group: Learned about guiding my employees into jobs.

Education and engineering faculty pressure to research and
publish negative to teaching role. Primary mission is to
teach; recognition of this needed,

Constant problems with intercommunication with colleagues.
(Ryan

Emphasis on patron service. (Anne Pooler)

Development process. (Ryan)

Introduction of career education in classroom. (Feifer/
Kleinberg)

ques tic

E
I
Group:

What skifls and from whom?

More inclined to be aware of needs of students.

Techniques for eliciting career education discussion.
(Casella)

Career education process* (From everybody)

Being more comfortable advising etc.

Understanding the process the studeli goes thru
(FeiferAleinberg)

Business and
Industry Group: Made me aware of helping young people get launched properly.

le..1
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Wes.tion 26 continued.

To know expectations and interests of applicants to our
industry.

Let me be more at ease with faculty.

Value clarification and definition of work.

Better relations with university people who do our reseaich
personal contact with them important.

Westion 28. What were these problems or help?

E
I

Group:

Helw.

How to approach students needs.

Solidified thinking on career education.

Supported already held beliefs.

Business and
Industry Group: Understanding theories.

Grot p:

Problems

Found it difficult to get to the meetings at that time.

What will I leave out of my course in ordet- to infuse
carer education concepts.

Lack of time.

I had a class on Friday morning.

Not having adequate resources available.

Question 30 What are the significant issues you weren't aware of before?

I
Group: We live in an affluent society and there's a growing

interest of adults in school and education.

The university does not do enough career development work.

I developed certain negative attitudes about career
education.
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sti 30 continued.
_ .

Realization that even elementary teachers have to work in
career education not only secondary.

I'm more sure of what the issues are; more aware of sta-
tistical information concerning career education.

We need to have students examine the reasons why they are
in a particular program.

More aware of career education in nonvocational courses.

Importance of students being made aware of having to train
themselves to get a job.

Aware of career education program across the country, now.

Help students explore careers, tests available (career
interest). Materials available.

Aware of career education and won't teach another course
without incorporating it into course.

Attitudes towards certain things we have to attack;
attitudes of professionals and students here at our s hool.

Business and
Industry Group: Im)ortant role of career education in post secondary

education.

Believe it's ridiculous that these educator's structures
have the need for career education to be infused into pro-
gram; I thought career education would be a way of life.
University structure is ridiculous; Ivory Tower thing too
true.

Need for career education course (2 hour credit) for
freshmen.

Problems of the professors finding time and methods of
presenting career education.

Aware now of students problems and their need to be fle*ible
in job area.

More aware of legislative issues pertaining to career
education in public education; direct correlation between
the pursuit of college education and career placement.
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question 30_continued.

Group: Attitudes of both professionals and students here at our
school.

Wasn't aware of government funding or organized activity
in this area.

Career education as training for life rather than just
for a job.

Need to get career education into my teaching.

Mid-life identity crisis.

Aware of people working on and trying to infuse career
education in traditional classrooms, but didn't know any-
one was getting grant money for it.

Made me aware of broader range of career education in
chemistry. Some biases in higher processes.

Absolute confusion of definition of career education in
this country; no definitive guidelines.

Concept of job enjoyment as opposed to "job doing."

question 32. Could you state your reasons why you would recomme d/not reco iend
the seminar series/self study process?

E
I

Group:

.Would Recommend Seminars

Yes, with reservations. I felt it was too general to make
transition.

The representati es in the seminar series dealt with
career education in their respective areas.

First thing to do is educate faculty. Alternative (to seminars)
might be a 2 or 3 day retreat.

Can interact with other faculty and get involved together.

You're getting together with colleagues dealing with a
concentrated topic.

A good way to get people discussing aspects of career
education.

Gets people together talking about a specific subject
matter; group process is beneficial.
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qypstion 32 continued,.

Seminars are a step in th f. right direction, there now
exists a vacuum in the area.

Heightens awareness. (2)

Here are faculty who would benefit by being forced to apply
their academic discipline to the "real world."

Faculty has to be aware of career education and accept it, and
then administration has to fund it.

When opportunity comes, I Oil feel more comfortable
advising and teaching my students about career education
because of reinforcement given to me.

It's the only way it will get done.

Series designed to infuse concepts into education and
did this.

Business and
Industry Group: Good format for hard sciences; more attention should be

focused on arts and sciences.

F
1

Group:

There is an obvious need, as career education should be
way of life at University.

Need for some type of program to alert faculty to aid
students in this area. As a group, different ideas can
be hashed out.

Discussions seemed to be real enthusiasm on part of faculty;
career education concepts new notion to them.

Good in discussion aspect.

Good level of ingniry; searching for methods by staff.

Gets university and business together for workshops and
discussions.

There's a direct correlation between higher education and
career education because of the mixture of people bringing
information to seminar.

II Would NOT Recommend Seminars

Seminars will not help the actual infusion of career education.

Topics weren't pertinent to area; wasted time.



Question. 32 c_ontinued..

Group!

E2 Group:
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III. Would Recoomeld Self-Study Process

Any means that brings the problem to the attention of
instructors is viable.

Comes naturally to some people; haven't been convinced
that much else is any better.'

Every course should have objectives of OqIls and
knowledge. Self-study reinforced my ideas and teachings.

Like to study things myself, rather than being told.

That's all that is necessary and its the cheapest way.

But you have to have the right kind of person for this
type of program; one with discipline and interest.

Given me new insights into my own career.

If materials were available it would be more efficient
than workshop or training sessions of some other kind.

Students could see the spin-offs of the career education
training in my teaching.

For post-secondary people there is no one to teach how
to teach; everyone should use self-teach process.

IV. Would_ NOT Reco_2iend Self7Study_Process

Education should not be undertaken for the direct purpose
of a specific career.

I need something to pace me because other things get
higher priority_ (2)

From thei.r point of view what happens is career guidance--
heading a student in the right direction. My idea is
helping after student found career and help them in their
own chosen direction. Npt asked by student if he should
get into engineering, 110 already knows that's what he
wants.

Idea of presenting faculty with a monograph and no
opportunity to discuss with colleagues, Need semi a's and
feedback and opportunity to share resources.

In order to do what one needs, need more guidance at
beginning. Talked to Sutton about this.

Only way to infuse career education is when administration
gives it status in promotion and pay considerations.
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gyestion 34A4 Why would you say you feel mwe positive, negative or unchanged?

E
1
Group:

I. Positive

When career education was presented to students, they
responded positively.

Now making an effort to expose students to job potentials
existing in discipline.

Interested in seeing young people get into a career.

Brought a Iot of fragments together.

Contact with other colleagues.

It emphasized a need in post-secondary education for
career education.

Reinforced the importance of discussions in career education
concepts.

I understand the importance of it now.

Gained confidence in what we're doing; pride in job;
I came from industry.

Reinforcement of things I've already done in career
education.

Just more aware of things. Where there is or is not a
problem. Real need in my school; liberal art curriculum.

Wasn't aware of career education as objective in classroom
until now.

My idea of career education was preparing student for his
particular career and foresee the situations he might get into.

I've had many of the same philosophies that were discussed
previously.

More aware through monograph and tuning into it.

Dealt more directly with students and they found it useful
(career education concepts I used).

Business and
Industry Group: Career education concepts have real place in classroom;

education process.

Career education should be way of llfe at tJniversi

=

7



question 341\ continued.

E
2

Group:

E
2

Group:

E
1

Group:

E
2

Group:
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100 percent pro career education.

Very positive already.

Reinforced.

Development of my understanding University's interest in
orienting people to work.

I had no idea about career education.

People that shared their experiences; dialogues that were
established should have carried over in teaching and jobs.

I'm more hopeful seeing there is concern for this area.

I made it a point to work at it.

Elements of career education that I wasn't aware of.

For me, the experiment didn't do anything; brought nothing
new to me.

Made me more aware of career education in general.

Realize what the mess is now (lack of definitions and
guidelines). I would try to develop guidelines that make sense
by using what I've read and discussions I've had with those in
the program. Broadens my horizons.

More consciously injecting career education into my classs.

II. Negptive

If students direct their training to one area they ud I be
too narrow in knowledge.

III. Upcpahged

Positive: problem solving approach. Negative: seminars
were inefficient in use of time, too much time spent getting
ideas across.

Always has been positive.

Career education has always been important as a goal.

Have always dealt with.career oriented programs.
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34A continued.

Already aware of career education.

Felt there was a need, even before series.

Nothing swayed me that I read. Nothing influences my
already held beliefs.

Didn't get anything out of the seminar to cause it to go
one way or the other.

Already committed to career education as I understand it.

Engineering already career education oriented and doing what
it's supposed to.

Quqstion 36. Why don you feel the sessions should be continued for others?

Group: If for specific disciplines, yes, but not set up as it was.

Question 62 What other materials would have been helpful?

Business and
Industry Group: Biography of presentors' backgrounds and accomplishments.

Ques ion 64. What needs wore best met?

E
2

Group: Awakened me to some ideas I hadn't been exposed to.

Group discussion, but we need more than talk.

Disappointed that at first they seemed interested in
helping with our particular problems, but didn't come
away with a meaningful experience; perhaps by reviewing
logs ahead of time would have been beneficial in the
sense that I learned in limited way from that the thrust
of career education.

Reinforcement of what I've already been doing.

Learned what was going on in career education.

Opportunity to interact with peers under same clrcumstances;
not really sure about my needs. Very beneficial.

Question 65. What needs weren't met?

roup:

V:II

I didn't feel I had any needs in the area. I felt I was the
one to contribute rather than the study teaching me anything.

1 /.... I
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uestion 6 contilued.

I'm still not sure what is meant by "career education." (2)

Don't feel as though I had a thorough understand- ng of
career education, the end of it.

Like to have gotten into evaluation process of career
education. More implementation of this.

An additional, earlier meeting to get survey of career
education would have been helpful.

Helpful information came too late; no control group after
the fact.

I wanted to get more out of goals behind career education.

Insight into career edu ation program of other disciplines.

Question 71. What other topics should have been covered by workshop?

r ip: Followup to process.

Definition of career education.

Application of knowledge to practical experience.

Examples of how people have infused career education into
other kinds of courses.

Specific discussion on things people did and their effectiveness
and if they meet objectives of career education people.

Should have had evaluation of experiments; without a

discussion of the experiments the experiments themselves
are a waste of time.

Evaluation process of career education.

Discussion of projects. more depth into reactions.

Mid-life academic crisis.

What career education is supposed to be for engineers;
came away confused.

What is unique or new in career education.

What do you do after the fact? Need more time to process
what we did and discuss.

,
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gliestion, cont i wtd.

Would liked to have gotten more information on career
educarion resources.

Would like to see some type of emphasis on each
particular discipline.

Question 79. What more was needed for a suff dent description?

Group: The "Guidelines" handout was a little confusing,
requirements in the course weren't clear.

Gave no clue to the magnitude or intensity of what I was
supposed to do; had to call up and ask about evidence
statement.

Better description of first how extensive a trial was
expected.

Questioh 9. What failities for the seminar series were not adequate?

Group: Insu ficient room, not big enough.

Room too large; bad acoustics.

Question 104. Why did you decide to become involved in the career education
project?

E Group: I was in my first year at the university and wanted to
be more exposed to details of my profession.

In my field there are too many people and not enough jobs;
wanted to help students.

I a freshmen advisor, so I have an interest.

To improve skills and get a better idea of what career
education is about,

$200 payment.

It was an area 1 needed to improve in, a part of my
professional development .

Was invited and had an interest.
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,lu_se,sti on 104_ con,tipped.

alize the importance of career education, and it was
an administrative duty.

To get more information on the subject.

lhought someone from my department should atiend, and
no one else volunteered.

I was asked to do it. I thought I might get some ideas.

My discipline is career oriented.

Because I am an advisor.

We have,probIems advising students.

teach career oriented students in a career oriented
program; am advisor for 2 4- 2 program.

Involved in cooperative education program; thought I
could Iearn more.

Strong suggestion by the Dean; interested anyway.

Businecs and
Industry Group: Interested in career education concept.

Have great respect for Dr. Ryan.

Personal invitation from one of sponsors.

E
2

Group:

I'm convinced having raised kids and working with University
that great many students are making blind choices; more
faculty-student comunication.

An as employer and interviewer, I was interested in how
the University was approaching the concept of career.

I asked to attend and did so willingly.

I was asked.to attend and felt a lack of understanding in
career education.

I think its essential to education in general.

The student is my prime interest; believe in doing everything
for young people.

Wanted to find out if I could learn somet
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Knew p ople involved with career education; knew they
needed participants; was interested.

Jack Sutton drafted me.

Have been interested in this topic for years and have ved
it in classroom and was interested in what program was
about.

Seems related to my field and teaching.

So I could see how my ideas stood up to professionals;
reinforcement and improvement from professionals.

Self-knowledge.

Money; wanted to f nd out what was going on in education
specifically career education.

Professional growth; possible publicationt stipend.

Consider myself already in career education and curious
to see what someone else had to say about it.

My basic interest in career education; it's a worthwhile
topic to pursue.

My commitment to education.

My interest in career education and hope to learn something.
useful.

I had been conscious of the need for career education for
my students. They brought the idea to me.

$200 stipend. (2)

qpestion 106. How was the information you received about the program inaccurate?

Group: Too general; would have liked it a little more specific.

What we were supposed to learn from the series was not
explicit; materials too scanty.

Not inaccurate, just not-detailed en ugh. (2)

Busiress and
Industry Group: Di l't realize exactly what my role was to be; thought I'd

be more of a resource person.
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Question 106 continued.

Group: Should have provided a reading list; a better idea of
what was expected of 11.

hifoemation was not complete (which may be the nature of
the program).

Not so much inaccurate, still not sure what Ryan and his
group were trying to get across; not very informative.

Thought there would be more contact with leaders even
though it was self-study.

Never clear-what was expectedin terms of depth and still
true aftOr project.

Need more detail.

ion 113 What other factors, if any, entered into your decision to
participate?

E Group: 1 was relatively new here, thought the series would be a
good way to quickly get into the system and see what was
happening.

Helpful in advising role.

Curiosity as to what career education is all about.

A personal invitation from one of the sponsors. (2)

Wanted to hear what the professionals had to say about it-
even though I had my own ideas.

Thought 1 might get something out of it.

Thought I could use it in advising and the classroom;
interested in the subject.

Business and
Industry Group: Just interested in the program.

Possible correlation with high school guidance work that,
I was involved with.

Urged to by company.

A personal invitation,

04.40



Question 106 continued.

Group: I tike to feel we're doing a go d.job in career education
in this department.

Just like to know something about it.

Jack Sutton's request that he needed someone else to fill
out a group.

23

Have been doing things with career education orientation
but wanted to know what professionals were doing; wanted
to know more about evaluation process.

Wanted to get into El group, but was filled so took E2
better than nothing. 4

Professional curiosity. (2)

Possible publication; need for update on current career
education; I'm involved in government funded program and
wanted to see how other government programs were run.

Interest in the student and his present and future well-
being.

Request from students.

Q e.s.tjon 13.3. What were the problems encountered when field testing a career
education concept in orte of your courses?

Group: Interferred with a normal presentation of a course when I
thought the normal way was better.

In training people who lere going to run the program.

Question 136. What were the results of the evaluation?

E. Group:

-

Students identified things that did help them.

Mostly favorable.

Very positive.

Students liked it.

One-half of the class thought it was about careers and
one-half thought it was education for a career. Most of
the class is in Chemical Engineering and they hear plenty
for specific careers, but a surprising amount wanted to
hear more about careers in general. All Jrs. and Srs.

Generally positive;-oot a formal evaluation,
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What concepts have you infused in your student advising role?

Group: Relation of job objectives with personal characteristics
in an informal way.

Encourage minor areas of study so they will be more
adaptable to various areas of job placement.

Try to give kids an idea of things available; other
disciplines, etc.

Career exploration; what goes on in each area; development
of the student after graduation.

Helping students select electives as alternative career
opportunities.

Discussion of career opportunities; make student more
familiar with field.

Exploration of why a student is studying what he is studying.

Self awareness and job awareness.

Keep student aware of application of courses to whatever
he's interested in.

In advising role, make sure student is aware of job market
and aware of other courses for preparation for second job.

Before series making students aware of job requirements;
encourage to join professional organizations and listen to
guest lecturers and get summer employment in forestry.

Same as before.

Learning career exploration; body of material available for
interest testing.

Advising students of courses that will be helpful to their
endeavor.

Too early to say; worked some concepts into advising only,
so far.

E Group: Self awareness.

All lab courses have specific aims, the sui!!)e _tis the most
important aspect of education.

Identification of types of careers best prepared for by-
different departments.
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Prepare them for a job at the graduate level.

General awareness of job opportunities and what's ahead
for them.

Helping students to look at alternatives to typical roles.

Explanation of other career education concepts other than
classroom teaching.

Try to develop his program for a career as an engineer.

Encouraged master students to branch out options.

Urged discussion with people in career education profession
(but not a result of self-study).

Make students aware of the other opportunities in chemistry.

Not as a consequence of this exercise; been doing it. Use
description of my experiences, i.e., pay-scale, expectations
of job, and family harmony.

Description of types of work people in our program get into.

Question 143. How do you intend to accomplish the pursuit of career education
on your own?

Group: Trial and error.

Gradual change of attitudes.

Have sent away for resource material.

Would like additional seminars; would like to receive
material from our Career Development Center.

I will work in an economic education wOrkshop this summer.

Has attended ai math convention and career education
discussions.

Developing an introductory course concern ng careers in
my particular field.

Formally integrate into classes.

Use the unit for freshmen to get students to examine
reasons'f(F being in program.



Question 143 continued.

E2 Group:
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Informal infusion of concepts into courses. .(2)

Reading resource materials and using career placement on
campus.

Student advising and i fusing of career education concepts.

Infusing career education concepts into my freshman seminar
series. Like to read material from course that I haven't
read.

More reading.

Through advising role.

Keeping alert and taking advantage of opportunities.

Developing knowledge, skills, values attitudes among
students.

Free time reading.

Independert reading.

Continue experimenting with career education methods I
currently use; intend to find out more of professional
career education perspective, which I'm not sure, but don't
think I agree with.

Infusing career education through advising and in classes.

Being aware of literature related to career education and
special education.

Continue and refine what I've been doing and set up course
at sophomore level to increase student awareness.

By examining my own providence against those demanded by my
present career.

Would see career education infused into program under my
leadership.

Ask for suggestions from career education pros and invite
guest lecturers.

Integrating extra reading into courses with wide biological
interest; makes students more aware of what's outside of
course. And, scattered lectures having application te
career education topics.
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Question 143 con inued.

In our curriculum have seminar geared to jr. and Sr. with
main emphasis on career education and I will be involved in
this course's contents:

Way I have in past--basically, acquainting the student with
professionals in the business, their work, and life styles.

Classroom discussions and lectures.

question 146, 148 . What l terature have you read as a result of sessions?

E
I
Group: Oplogy Teacher--Care_

Journal of Education

Journal of Sociology.

Material given out at sessions: (2)

Handouts given out at math convention.

A paper dealing with goals in careers.

A few chapters in a book.

Studies on career education.

Machine design article in Engineering Education.

Question 151. What ideas, materials, or skills if any, do you use now as a
result of the career education project?

Group:
1

A AAP IA WM.

Materials regarding personal inventory analysis.

I'm more aware of career education now and 1 try to get
across it's ideas to my students/colleagues.

I'm now aware that I must supply this dimension to education.

Take more time to explain to students variety of positions
in the job market.

A number of self-awareness exercises.

Don't know, too early to answer, maybe next year. (2)

Attitude of students; need a critical examination of why
they want to do this kind of work.

1



s ion 151 contin ed.

Group:
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The unit--will use it to incorporate career education.

None this semester, but will start; may use to help graduating
students find jobs.

Making students realize who they are.

Career attitude development in students. (2)

Learning objectives.

Advising people to get more into their personalities and
examine it; their endeavor is reflective of personality.

I've become a little sharper in applying concepts.

Importance of career alternative and training for handicapped.

Necessity in advising students.

Sex role stereo-typing problem.

Idea of seminar mentioned.

Books and guest speakers.

Need for strong training component for anyone wurking with
career education.

Career education is not something you read booklet for and
then do.

Job enjoyment, work appreciation.
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Ill. M)scellaneous Respondent Comments

Questioi 13. Which topics should be deleted from future series?

Different fields need different subjects stressed; can't say.

Question 17. Did the sessions meet your needs?

Don't know if needs were met, have to try to apply it.

Don't know what my needs are--my role is to provide input.

Question 29. As a result of the self-study process are you now aware of any
significant issues you weren't aware of before?

The self-study process just reinforced already held beliefs.

Qyesjjoh, 33. Did the self-study process provide you with a well-integrated
body of knowledge?

No, but this was probably my own fault.

WestiorL 35. Should the seminar sessions be continued for others?

No, there should be an iMplementation program at a p lot college,
then transferred to others.

Not recommended for everyone, some believe in education for
education's sake.

Question 37 Do you feel there was too much "overlap" between sessions?

Topic matter wasn't overlapped but each speaker wanted to go over
who we were and why we were there. It would have been better if
we could have given each one a paragraph about ourselves.

ppestjon 43. shoOd representatives of the business and labor eomunities
be included. . .as participants as speakers, as both. .or should
they not be included?

Both, bring in people from industry who screen job applicants.
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Question 46. Were the consultants sufficiently aware of or sensitive to localsituations or problems?

No, but they weren't insensitive either; it didn't affect thesessions adversely. (2)

Question 7. Was the format of a singl day-long workshop convenient for you,or would 2 or 3 shorter workshops have been more.convenient?

Nothing is convenient at this time of year,

Nestion ( 4 How about the time interval between sessions?

One a week for three weeks, then a two week break, then threemore in three weeks.

Would like them spaced more evenly--every other Friday.

Continuity was oSt; 4-5 days together would be better.

Question 90. Was luncheon following each session beneficial?

Yes, almost as good as the sessions. The group in the sessionswas too big to get discussion going.

Question 115. Would you have participated had there been no stipend?

May have skipped more, but participated, had there been no stipend.

qu:estion_15(_ Should career education have an expanded role in higher education?

No shouldn't create a monster out of it.

No, career education needs a role, but not necessarily-an expanded.role.

Carc:-r education is the basis for our entire educational concept.


